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PREFACE 
Variational inequality theory was initiated independently by Fichera [47] and 
Stampacchia [108] in the early 1960's to study the problems in the elasticity and 
potential theory, respectively. Since then, this theory has been developed and stud-
ied in several directions using new and powerful methods due to its wide range 
of applications in elasticity, economics, optimization, and applied and engineering 
sciences. In 1968, Brezis [15] initiated the study of the existence theory of a new 
class variational inequalities later known as variational inclusions. Variational in-
clusions include various classes of variational inequalities as special cases. For the 
applications of variational inclusions, see [7,8,10,40]. 
The system of variational inclusions is an important generalization of system of 
variational inequalities. The Nash equilibrium problem for differentiable functions 
can be formulated in the form of a variational inequality problem over product 
of sets [6]. A number of problems arising in operation research, economics, game 
theory, mathematical physics and other areas can also be vmiformly modelled as a 
variational inequality problem over product of sets. In 1985, Pang [99] decomposed 
the original variational inequality problem defined on the product of sets into a 
system of variational inequalities, which is easy to solve, to estabMsh some solution 
methods for variational inequality problem over product of sets. Later it was found 
that these two problems are equivalent. Since then a substantial work has been 
done for the existence and iterative approximations of solutions of various systems 
of variational inequalities and variational inclusions. 
The main objective of this dissertation is to study the existence and iterative 
approximations of solutions of some systems of variational inclusions. 
The dissertation consists of five chapters. 
In Chapter 1, we give some definitions and results which are used in the study 
of work presented in the subsequent chapters. A brief presentation of some classes 
of variational inequalities, variational inclusions, systems of variational inequalities 
and systems of variational inclusions is given. 
In Chapter 2, we study some properties of maximal r^-monotone, (m, 77)-accretive 
mappings and their associated resolvent operators. Using the techniques based on 
ui 
these resolvent operators, we study the existence of solutions of some systems of vari-
ational inclusions in Banach spaces. Further we develop some iterative algorithm 
for finding approximate solutions of these systems and discuss their convergence 
criteria. 
In Chapter 3, we study some properties of maximal r;-monotone mappings, H-
monotone mappings and {H, r;)-monotone mappings and their associated resolvent 
operators in Hilbert spaces. Further using the techniques based on these resolvent 
operators, we develop iterative algorithms for some systems of variational inclusions 
in Hilbert spaces. We study the existence of solutions of these systems and discuss 
the convergence analysis of these iterative algorithms. 
In Chapter 4, we study some properties of (P, 7;)-accretive mappings, {H, r])-
monotone mappings and (^, r/)-accretive mappings and their associated resolvent 
operators in Banach Spaces. Further using the techniques based on these resol-
vent operators, we develop iterative algorithms for some systems of variational like-
inclusions in Banach spaces. We study the existence of solutions of these systems 
and discuss the convergence analysis of these iterative algorithms. 
In Chapter 5, we use the resolvent operator techniques and the property of 
fixed point set of multi-valued contractive mappings, we study the behavior and 
sensitivity analysis of the solution sets for some systems of generalized variational 
inclusions. 
In the end, we give a comprehensive list of references of books, monographs, 
edited volumes and research papers related to the variational inequaUties and work 
given in this dissertation. 
IV 
CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
Variational inequality theory was initiated independently by Fichera [47] and 
Stampacchia [108] in the early 1960's to study the problems in the elasticity and po-
tential theory, respectively. Since then, this theory has been developed and studied 
in several directions using new and powerful methods, see for example Bensoussan 
[11], Bensoussan and Lions [13], Cottle et al. [25], Ekland and Temam [40], Gi-
annessi and Maugeri [48], Glowinski [49], Glowinski et al. [50], Kinderlehrer and 
Stampacchia [73] and the references cited therein. Most of the problems of physics 
and mechanics have been formulated in the form of variational inequalities, see for 
example Baiocchi and Capelo [10], Bensoussan and Lions [13,14], Crank [26], Du-
vaut and Lions [39], Hlavacak et al. [54], Kikuchi and Oden [72], Necas et al. [90], 
Panagiotopoulos [98] and the references cited therein. 
In 1968, Brezis [15] initiated the study of the existence theory of a new class 
variational inequalities later known as variational inclusions. Vaxiational inclusions 
include various variational inequalities as special cases. For the apphcations of 
variational inclusions, see for example Aubin et al. [7,8], Baiocchi and Capelo [10], 
Ekland and Temam [40] and the references cited therein. In 1994, Hassouni and 
Moudafi [53] studied the convergence analysis of iterative algorithm for a class of 
variational inclusions. Since then Adly [1], Ding [29,30], Ding et al. [37], Huang 
[55,56] and Kazmi [64] have obtained some important extensions of the class of 
variational inclusions considered in [53]. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: 
In Section 1.2, we review various notations, known definitions and results which 
are essential for the presentation of the results in subsequent chapters. 
In Section 1.3, we give brief survey of various classes of variational inequalities 
and variational inclusions. 
1.2. SOME TOOLS OF NONLINEAR FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 
Throughout the thesis unless otherwise stated, V. denotes a real Hiibert space; 
H* denotes the topological dual oiH; E denotes a real Banach space; E* denotes 
the topological dual of E; iP denotes the power set of E\ CB{E) denotes the family 
of all nonempty, closed and boimded subsets of E and C{E) denotes the family of 
all nonempty and compact subsets of E. If there is no confusion likely to occur, we 
denote the norm of Hiibert space Ti, Banach space E and their dual spaces by || • ||, 
and denote the inner product of H and the duaUty pairing between E and E* by 
( • , • ) • 
Theorem 1.2.1 [73], Let K be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of H. Then 
for each x EH, there is a unique y E K such that 
\\x - y\\ = mnix - z\\. (1.2.1) 
zeK 
Definition 1.2.1[73]. Let X be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of H. The 
point y E K satisfying (1.2.1) is called the projection of x EH on K, and we write 
y = PK{X). 
Note that PK{X) = X, VX e K. 
Theorem 1.2.2[73]. Let isT be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of K. Then 
y — PK{X), the projection of x £% on K, if and only if there exists y e K such 
that 
(y, z-y)>{x,z-y), Mz^K. 
Theorem 1.2.3[73]. Let iC be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of U. Then 
the mapping Pi^ is nonexpansive, that is, 
\\PK{x)-PK{y)\\<\\x-yl Vx,yeK. 
Theorem 1.2.4. Let ?^ be a real Hiibert space. Then, for any x,y eH, 
Wx + yf < \\xf + 2{y,x + y). 
Definition 1.2.2[4,8]. A multi-valued mapping M : n-^ 2'^ is said to be 
(i) monotone if 
{u-v, x-y)>0, yx,yeH, ueM{x), v e M{y); 
(ii) a-strongly monotone if there exists a constant cr > 0 such that 
{u-v,x-y)>a\\x-yf, "ix^yeU, W € M(x), v e M{y); 
(iii) maximal monotone if M is monotone and {I + pM){'H) — 7i for some constant 
p > 0 . 
Definition 1.2.3[19,57]. Let iC be a nonempty and convex subset of H and let 
f :K -^R. Then 
(i) / is said to be convex if, for any x,y E K and for any a E [0,1], 
f{ax + (1 - a)y) < af{x) + (1 - a) / (y) ; 
(ii) / is said to be lower semicontinuous on K if, for every a € R, the set {x G 
K : f{x) < a} is closed in K; 
(iii) / is said to be concave if — / is convex; 
(iv) / is said to be upper-semicontinuous on K ii —f is lower semicontinuous on 
K. 
Note that the concept of lower semicontinuity and upper semicontinuity of 
multi-valued mapping on Banach space can be defined in the same way as given 
in Definition 1.2.3. 
Definition 1.2.4[10]. A proper and convex functional 0 : "^^ ->• R U {+00} is said 
to be subdifferentiable at a point x e7i,ii there exists a point /* G H* such that 
<l>{y)-H^)>{r,y-x), VyeH, 
where /* is called a subgradient of ^ at x. The set of all subgradients oi (j) at x is 
denoted by d(f){x). The mapping 50 : ?^ -> i^" defined by 
dcPix) = {/* € n* : <l>{y) - 0(x) > (/*, y - x), yyETi} 
3 
is called subdifferential oi (f) at x. 
Theorem 1.2.5[10]. If 0 : ?{ ^ M U {+00} is a convex functional. Then its 
subdifferential d(f) is monotone. 
Definition 1.2.5[8,40,121]. Let M : K -> 2^ ^ be a maximal monotone mapping. 
For any fixed p > 0, the mapping 
jf{x)^{i + pM)-\x), yxen, 
is called the resolvent operator of M, where / stands for identity mapping on Ti. 
Remark 1.2.1 [8]. 
(i) The resolvent operator J^ is single-valued and nonexpansive, that is, 
\\J^ix)-J^{y)\\<\\x-yl^x,yen. 
(ii) Since the subdifferential dcj) of a proper, convex and lower semicontinuous 
function 0 :?{—>• K U {+00} is a maximal monotone operator, it follows that 
the proximal point mapping of dcj) 
J^'l'ix) = (/ + pd(j))-\x), Vx e %, 
is also single-valued and nonexpansive. 
Definition 1.2.6[24]. A continuous and strictly increasing function <;/>: ]R_f. -> R .^ 
is said to be weight function if (^ (0) = 0 and hm 0(t) = +00. 
t-¥-'roo 
Definition 1.2.7(24]. Let £^  be a Banach space and let <;ii: R+ -^ R+ be a weight 
function. A multi-valued mapping J : £ -> 2^' is said to be duality mapping of 
weight 4>, if 
J{x) = {x*eE*: {x,x*) = 11x11 ||a;*||, ||x*|| = ,^(||x||)}. 
A selection of the duality mapping J is a single-valued mapping j : E ^ E* 
satisfying jx e J{x) for each x e E. Furthermore, if <^(||a;||) = ||a;||, Vx E E, then J 
is called normalized duality mapping. 
Remark 1.2.2[24]. liE = U, then normalized duality mapping J becomes identity 
mapping. 
Theorem 1.2.6(4,24]. Let J be a duality mapping associated with a weight (f), 
then 
(i) J is monotone, that is, 
{x*-y*,x-y) > 0, ^x,yeE, x*eJ{x),y*eJ{y); 
(ii) J{-x) = -J{x), Vx e E; 
(iii) J{Xx) = ^ ^ A ^ l \fxeEandX> 0. 
Theorem 1.2.7(105]. Let E be a Banach space and let J : E ^ 2^' be a normal-
ized duality mapping. Then, for any x,y e E, 
\\x + yf < Wxf + 2{y,j{x + y)), Vj(a; + y)e J{x + y). 
Definition 1.2.8(24,116]. A Banach space E is called smooth if, for every x e E 
with |ja;|| = 1, there exists a unique f ^ E* such that | | / | | = f{x) — 1. The modulus 
of smoothness of E is the function PE : [0, oo) —>• [0, oo), defined by 
Definition 1.2.9(24,116]. The Banach space E is said to be uniformly smooth if 
l i m ^ ^ ^ O . 
T-*0 T 
Theorem 1.2.8(24]. A Banach space is smooth if and only if each duality mapping 
J of weight ^ is a single-valued. 
Theorem 1.2.9(24]. If £" is a uniformly smooth Banach space, then E is reflexive. 
Theorem 1.2.10(20,28,51]. Let £^  be a uniformly smooth Banach space and let 
J : E -^ E* he the normalized duaHty mapping. Then for all x,y E E, we have 
(i) \\x + yf<\\x\\' + 2{y,J{x + y)); 
(ii) (x - y,J{x) - J{y)) < 2cfpEmx - yW/d), where d = V d N P + |lylP)/2. 
Definition 1.2.10[115]. For g > 1, a mapping Jq : E -^ 2^* is said to be generalized 
duality mapping, if it is defined by 
J,ix) ^{feE*: {x,f) = ||:r| |M|x|r-^ = | | / | | } , \/x G E. 
Remark 1.2.3[115]. In particular, J2 is the usual normalized duality mapping on 
E. Also, we have 
Jqix) = \\x\r'j2ix), yxi^O)eE. 
Definition 1.2.11[115,116]. The Banach space E is said to be q-uniformly smooth, 
iov q> 1, if there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
PE{r)<CT\ rG[0,oo) . 
Remark 1.2.4(115]. 
(i) It is well known (see for example [115]) that 
{ 9—uniformly smooth, if 1 < ^ < 2 
2—uniformly smooth, if q>2. 
(ii) If E is uniformly smooth, Jq becomes single-valued. 
In the study of characteristic inequalities in ^-uniformly smooth Banach spaces, 
Xu [115] established the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.2.11. Let g > 1 be a real number and let E be a smooth Banach space. 
Then E is q-uniformly smooth if and only if there exists a constant c, > 0 such that 
for every x,y E E, 
\\x + y\\'^<\\x\\^ + q{y,Jq(x)) + Cq\\y\\''. 
Definition 1.2.12 [43]. Let £• be a real q-uniformly smooth Banach space, and let 
P,g : E -^ E he two single-valued mappings. Then P is said to be 
(i) accretive if 
{P{x) - P{y), J,ix - y)) > 0, Vx, y e E; 
(ii) strictly accretive if P is accretive and 
{P{x) - P{y), J^ix - y)) = 0, iff X = y; 
(iii) strongly accretive if there exists a constant r > 0 such that 
{P{x) - P{y), J,{x - y)) > r\\x - y]]", Vx, y e E; 
(iv) Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant s > 0 such that 
| |P(2 ; ) -P(y) | |<s | | rc -2 / | | , \/x,y e E; 
(v) g-strongly accretive if there exists a constant 7 > 0 such that 
{P{x) - P{y), J,{g{x) - g{y))) > ^\\x - y\\\ \/x, y G E. 
Definition 1.2.13. Let E be a g-uniformly smooth Banach space. A multi-valued 
mapping M : E ^ 2^ is said to be 
(i) accretive, if 
{u - v, Jg{x - y)) > 0, yx,y e E and VM e Mx, v € My\ 
(ii) strictly accretive, if 
{u ~ V, Jq{x - y)) > 0, \/x,y e E and Vw € Mx,v e My, 
and equaUty holds if and only ii x = y; 
(iii) -y-strongly accretive, if there exists 7 > 0 such that 
{u - V, Jq(x - y)) > ^\\x - yW^, Vx,y e E and Vu G Mx, v e My. 
Definition 1.2.14(28]. A mapping A: E ^ E is said to be 
(i) accretive if, Vx,y G E, there exists j{x - y) G J{x - y) such that 
{A{x)-A{y),j{x-y))>0; 
(ii) strictly accretive if, Vx, y 6 -E, there exists j{x - y) G J(x - y) such that 
(A(x ) -A(y ) , i ( a ; -2 / ) )>0 , 
and the equahty holds only when x = y; 
(iii) k-strongly accretive if, Vx, y ^ E, there exist j{x~y) G J{x-y) and a constant 
A: > 0 such that 
( ^ ( x ) - A ( y ) , j ( x - y ) ) > A ; | | a ; - y | p ; 
(iv) S-Lipschitz continuous if, Vx, y & E, there exists a constant 5 > 0 such that 
P ( x ) - A ( y ) | | < 5 | | x - y | | . 
Remark 1,2.5. If A is /c-strongly accretive, we have 
P(x)-A(y)||>fc||x-y||. 
A with the above condition is called k-expanding. Further, if A; = 1, A is called 
expanding. 
Definition 1.2.15(18,28]. A multi-valued mapping M : E —>• 2^ is said to be 
(i) accretive if, Vx,y G E, there exists 3{x - y) G J(x - y) such that 
{u - v,j{x - y)) > 0, Vii G M(x), w G M(y); 
(ii) k-strongly accretive if, Vx,y G -B, there exists j ( ^ - y) ^ J{x - y) and a 
constant A; > 0 such that 
{u - v,j(x - y)) > k\\u - vf, Vw G M(x), v G M(y); 
(iii) m-accretive if M is accretive and (J 4- pM){E) = E for any fixed p > 0, where 
/ is identity mapping on E, 
Remark 1.2.6. liE = n. Then Definition 1.2.13 reduces to Definition 1.2.2. 
Definition 1.2.16[5,8,121]. Let M : D(M) C £^  -> 2^ be an m-accretive mapping. 
For any p > 0, the mapping J^ : E ^ D{M) associated with M defined by 
is called the resolvent operator for M. 
Remark 1.2.7[12l]. J^ is a single-valued and nonexpansive mapping. 
Definition 1.2.17(87]. The Hausdorff metric H{-, •) on CB{E) is defined by 
.^•(yl, J5) = max< supinf d(x,y), sup inf (i(a;, y) > , A,B eCB{E). 
Theorem 1.2.12[87]. Let X be a complete metric space. Suppose that F : X -^ 
CB{X) satisfies 
H{F{x),F{y)) < adix,y), ^x,y e X, 
where a G (0,1) is a constant. Then the mapping F has a fixed point in X. 
Definition 1.2.18[18]. A multi-valued mapping T : E —> CB{E) is said to be 
('j,H)-Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant 7 > 0 such that 
H{T{x),Tiy))<j\\x-y\\, \/x,y e E. 
Theorem 1.2.13[87]. 
(i) Let T : E ^i- CB{E) be a multi-valued mapping on E. Then for any given 
^ > 0 and for any given x,y E E and u e T{x), there exists v G T{y) such 
that 
diu,v)<{l+OH{T{x),T{y)); 
(ii) If T : £• -> C{E), then above inequality holds for ^ = 0. 
Theorem 1.2.14[95]. 
(i) Let E be a real Banach space. Let G : E ^ CB{E) and let e > 0 be any real 
number, then for every x,y e E and ui G G{x), there exists U2 e G{y) such 
that 
\\u^-U2\\<H{G{x),G{y))+€\\x-y\\; 
(ii) LetG : E -> CB{E) and let J > 0 be any real number, then for every x,y e E 
and wi G G{x), there exists U2 € G(y) such that 
\\u^-U2\\<SH(G{x),G{y)). 
We note that if G : ^ -^ - C(E) then Theorem 1.2.14(a)-(b) is true for e = 0 and 
S — 1, respectively. 
Theorem 1.2.15 [79]. Let (X,d) be a complete metric space and Ti,T2 : X -> 
C{X) be two multi-valued contractive mappings with same contractive constant 
^G (0,1), i.e., 
H{Ti{x),Ti{y)) < ed{x,y), Va;,y G X, i = 1,2. 
Then 
H{F{T,),F{T2)) < -^.suvH{Ux),Ux)l 
where F{Ti) and F(T2) are fixed point sets of Ti and T2, respectively. 
Theorem 1.2.16[79,83]. Let {o„}, {bn} and {c„} be nonnegative real sequences 
satisfying 
On+l = (1 - A „ ) a „ + Xnbn + Cn, V n > 0 , 
where 
00 00 
V " An = 00; {A„} C [0,1]; lim 6„ = 0 and V^ c„ < 00. 
^ — ' n—>oo • ' — ' 
n = 0 n = 0 
Then limn_4.oo a„ = 0. 
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1.3. SYSTEMS OF VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES AND VARIA-
TIONAL INCLUSIONS 
In this section, we give brief survey of some classes of variational inequalities, 
variational inclusions, systems of variational inequalities and systems of variational 
inclusions. 
I. Variational and Quasi-Variational InequeJities 
Let i^ be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a Hilbert space H and let 
a(-, •) : "H X ?^ —>• E be a bilinear form. 
Problem 1.3.1, For given / £ H*, find x e K such that 
a{x,y-x)>{f,y~x), \/y e K. (1.3.1) 
The inequality (1.3.1) is termed as variational inequalitywhich. characterizes the 
classical Signorini problem of elastostatistics, that is, the analysis of a linear elastic 
body in contact with a rigid frictionless foundation. This problem was investigated 
and studied by Lions and Stampacchia [80] by using the projection technique. 
If the bilinear form is continuous, then by Riesz-Frechet theorem, we have 
a{x,y)^{A{x),y), yx,yen, 
where A : H ^ 71* is a. continuous linear operator. Then Problem 1.3.1 is equivalent 
to the following problem: 
Problem 1.3.2. Find xeK such that 
{A{x),y-x)>{f,y-x),\/yGK. (1.3.2) 
If / = 0 e v.*, then (1.3.2) reduces to the following classical variational in-
equality problem: 
Problem 1.3.3. Find x e K such that 
{A{x),y-x)>0,\/yeK. (1.3.3) 
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In the variational inequality formulation, the underlying convex set K does not 
depend upon the solution. In many important applications, the convex set K also 
depends implicitly on the solution. In this case, variational inequahty (1.3.1) is 
known as quasi-variational inequality which arises in the study of impulse control 
theory and decision science, see for example [13,14]. Quasi-variational inequality 
was introduced and studied by Bensoussan, Goursat and Lions [12]. To be more 
precise, given a multi-valued mapping K : x -^ K(x), which associates a nonempty, 
closed and convex subset K{x) of "H for each x e H, a typical quasi-variational 
inequality problem is: 
Problem 1.3.4. Find x G K{x) such that 
aix,y-x)>{f,y-x), ^y e K{x). (1.3.4) 
In many important applications, see for example Baiocchi and Capelo [10], 
Bensoussan and Lions [13] and Mosco [85], the underlying set K{x) is of the following 
form: 
K{x) = C + Tn{x), 
where m :?{ -^ fi is a nonlinear mapping and C is a nonempty, closed and convex 
subset in H. Note that if the m is a zero mapping, then Problem 1.3.4 is same as 
Problem 1.3.1. 
In 1975, Noor [91] extended the Problem 1.3.1 to study a class of mildly nonhn-
ear elliptic boundary value problems having constraints. Given nonlinear operators 
T,A:'H-^'H*, Noor [91] considered the following problem: 
Problem 1.3.5. Find x E K such that 
{T{x),y-x)>{A{x),y-x), \fy e K. (1.3.5) 
Then inequality (1.3.5) is known as mildly nonlinear variational inequality. 
Problem 1.3.6. Find x e K such that 
{T{x),y- x) + (t>{y) - 0(x) > {A{x),y- x), Vy G K, (1.3.6) 
where (/) :'H -^RU{-f-oo} is a proper, convex and lower semicontinuous functional. 
Problem 1.3.6 has been studied by Siddiqi et al. [108] in the setting of Banach space. 
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We note that the above mentioned classes of variational and quasi-variational 
inequahties are applicable in the study the boundary value problems of even order 
only. In 1988, Noor [92] introduced and studied the following variational inequality 
problem which characterizes the odd order boundary value problems: 
Problem 1.3.7. Find XEH such that g{x) £ K and 
{T{x),g{y) - g{x)) > 0, ^g{y) G K, (1.3.7) 
where T,g :'H ^ Ti. Problem 1.3.7 is called general variational inequality problem. 
II. Variational Inclusions 
If, in a variational inequahty, similar to inequality (1.3.6), the underlying region 
is the entire space 7i instead of the nonempty, closed and convex subset K oi 7i 
and the functional 0(-) is subdifferentiable, then such type of variational inequality 
is called variational inclusion. Here, we give some classes of variational inclusion 
problems: 
Let A,B,g:7i-^H and N : 7i x H ^- V. he nonlinear mappings; let M : 
"H -> 2^ be a multi-valued maximal monotone mapping. Let S,T : H -^ 2^ be 
multi-valued mappings and let d(j) be the subdifferential of a proper, convex and 
lower semicontinuous functional (/>: "H -> R U {+00}. Let A-.H-^H*, / G "H*. 
Problem 1.3.8 Find x eU such that 
{Ax - f,y - x) > ifix) - <p{y) ^yeU, (1.3.8) 
This problem is called variational inclusion problem and has been introduced and 
studied by Brezis [15] in the setting of reflexive Banach space. 
Problem 1.3.9. Find x e/H such that g{x) G Aoxn{d4>) and 
{A{x)-B{x),y-g{x))>(t>{g{x))-(t>{y), \fyen, (1.3.9) 
where dom{d4>) denotes the domain of d(/). 
Varia,tional inclusion Problem 1.3.9 has been introduced and studied by Has-
souni and Moudafi 
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In addition, if 0 = 5^, where 5K is the indicator function of a nonempty, closed 
and convex set K inH, defined as 
{ 0, if X G K, 
+0O, ii X ^ K. 
Then Problem 1.3.9 reduces to a variational inequality problem similar to Problem 
1.3.5. 
Problem 1.3.10. Find xen, uE S{x), v G T{x) such that {g-m){x) G dom{d<f)) 
and 
{u-v,y-{g- m){x)) > (t>{{g - m){x)) - <i>{v), Vy G %, (1.3.10) 
where {g — m) is defined as 
{g — m){x) = g{x) — m(x), Vx G H. 
Problem 1.3.10 is called generalized quasi-variational inclusion problem and has been 
introduced and studied by Kazmi [64]. 
Problem 1.3.11. Find x EH such that 
Qe{A-B){x) + M{gix)), (1.3.11) 
where 0 is the zero element in H. Problem 1.3.11 has been studied by Adly [1]. 
Clearly for M = d(j), Problem 1.3.11 reduces to Problem 1.3.9. 
Problem 1.3.12. Find x G K, u G T(x) and v G S{x) such that 
0 G N{u, v) + XM{g{x)), (1.3.12) 
where A > 0 is a constant. Problem 1.3.12 has been studied by Noor et al. [97]. 
Further, it has been studied by Chang [17], Chang et al. [18] and Chidume et al. 
[22] in the setting of Banach space. 
III. Systems of Variational Inequalities and Variational Inclusions 
In 1985, Pang [99] showed that a variety of equilibrium models, for example, 
the traffic equihbrium problem, the spatial equilibrium problem, the Nash equilib 
rium problem and the general equilibrium programming problem can be uniformly 
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modelled as a variational inequality defined on the product sets. He decomposed the 
original variational inequality into a system of variational inequalities and discussed 
the convergence of the method of decomposition for a system of variational inequal-
ities. Later, it was noticed that variational inequality over product sets and the 
system of variational inequalities both are equivalent, see for applications [6,88,99]. 
Since then many authors introduced and studied various classes of systems of vari-
ational inequalities (inclusions), see for example [46,57,67,78,110,112]. 
Here, we give some classes of systems of variational inequalities (inclusions) 
problems: 
Let K he a nonempty, closed and convex subset of Hilbert space Ti and 
r : /C -> "H be a nonlinear mapping on K. 
Problem 1.3.13. Find xi,X2 E K such that 
(pT(x2, Xi) + xi — X2,a — xi) > 0, Va G K, 
(1.3.13) 
(AT(xi, X2) + X2 — xi,a — X2) > 0, "ia £ K, 
where p > 0, A > 0 are some constants. Problem 1.3.13 is called system of variational 
inequalities which has been introduced and studied by Verma [74,75]. 
For each i = 1,2, let Fi : 7ii xy.2 ^ 'Hi, rm : Ki ^ Hi be nonlinear mappings; 
d(pi be a subdifferential of a proper, convex and lower semi-continuous functional 
4>i'• Hi ^^ R\ hi : HiXTii-^ Rihe a bifunction, which is not necessarily differentiable 
and Ai-.Ui^ CB{ni), Ti : 'H2 -> CB{U2) be multi-valued mappings. 
Problem 1.3.14. Find (a;i,a;2) e ? i^ x % such that 
{Fi{xi,X2),a~Xx)>Q, yaeHi, 
(1.3.14) 
{F2{xi,X2),b-X2)>0, V 6 e ^ 2 
The system of variational inequahties (1.3.14) has been introduced and studied by 
Kassay et al. [63]. 
Problem 1.3.15. Find (a;i,a;2) G ? i^ x 7^ 2 such that 
{Fi{xi,X2),yi - xi)i+bi{xi,yi) - bi{xi,xi) > 0, Vyi G -Hi, 
(1.3.15) 
{F2{Xi,X2),y2 - a;2))2 + b2{x2,y2) - b2{X2,X2) > 0, Vy2 G H2. 
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Similar to Problem 1.3.15 has been introduced and studied by Kazmi and Khan [68]. 
Problem 1.3.16. Find (xi,a;2) G Hi x 7^2, «i e Ti{xi), U2 e T2{x2), ui G 
Ai{xi), V2 e A2{x2), V(T/i,y2) eHiX V.2, such that 
(Fi(ui,t;i),mi(yi)-TOi(xi))i + 6i(xi,mi(2/i))-6i(a;i,mi(xi)) > 0, 
(F2(u2, •^ 2), ^2(2/2) - m2{x2))2 + i>2(2;2, ^2(^2)) " fe2(a;2, m2(x2)) > 0. (1.3.16) 
Similar to Problem 1.3.16 has been introduced and studied by Ding et al. [114] in 
the setting of Banach space. 
Problem 1.3.17. Find (a;i,a;2) G Hi x "^2 such that 
(Fi(a;i, 0:2), a - xi)i + (pi{a) - ^i{xi) > 0, Va G Hi, 
(1.3.17) 
{F2{xi, X2), b - a;2)2 + nib) - M^2) > 0, V6 G H2 
Problem 1.3.18 is called system of variational inclusions, which has been introduced 
and studied by Cho et al. [23]. 
Let r,£? : H -)• H, A/" : H X H -4 H be single-valued mappings, M : H -> 2^ 
be a maximal monotone mapping, and A, B : y. -^ 2^ he multi-valued mappings. 
Problem 1.3.18. Find 0:1,0:2 G H such that 
e G g{xi) - g{x2) + p{T{x2) + M{g{xi))), p > 0, 
(1.3.18) 
e G g{x2) - g{xi) + 7(T(a:i) + M{g{x2))), 7 > 0, 
where 9 is the zero element in H. This is called system of general variational 
inclusions has been introduced and studied by Kazmi and Bhat [65]. 
Problem 1.3.19. Find (0:1,0:2) G Hi x H2 such that 
01 GFI(O:I,O;2) + MI(O:I), 
(1.3.19) 
0 2 G F 2 ( O ; I , X 2 ) + M2(O;2). 
This system of variational inclusions has been introduced and studied by Peng et 
al. [103]. 
Problem 1.3.20. Find (0:1,0:2) G Hi x H2 such that 
61 G Fi(o;i,T2) + 7Vi(^i(xi),o;i), 
(1.3.20) 
6 2 G F2(o;i,X2) + iV2(52(0:2),X2). 
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This system of general variational inclusions has been introduced and studied by 
Kazmi and Khan [67]. 
Problem 1.3.21. Find {xuX2,....,Xp,yiuVn, •••-,Vip, Z/21,?/22, ••••,yap, ••-,?/pi,yp2, ••••, Vpp) 
such that for each i = 1,2,...,p,Xi G 'Hi,yu e Tii{xi),y2i G T2i{x2),....ypi G Tpi{xp) 
and 
0i e Fi{xi,X2, ....,Xp) + Gi{yii,yi2, ....,yip) -\- Mi{gi{xi),Xi). (1.3.21) 
Problem 1.3.21 has been introduced and studied by Ding et al. [34]. 
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CHAPTER 2 
ITERATIVE METHODS FOR SOME SYSTEMS OF 
NONLINEAR VARIATIONAL INCLUSIONS IN 
BANACH SPACES 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
One of the most important and interesting problems in the theory of systems of 
variational inclusions is to developed the numerical methods which provide efiBcient 
and implementable iterative algorithms for solving systems of variational inclusions. 
The methods based on resolvent operators are generalizations of projection 
method and have been widely used to study the existence and iterative approxima-
tion of solutions of systems of variational inclusions. 
In this chapter, we study some properties of maximal 7y-monotone, (m, 77)-
accretive mappings and their associated resolvent operators. Using these resolvent 
operators, we study the existence of solutions of some systems of variational inclu-
sions in Banach spaces. Further we develop some iterative algorithms for finding 
approximate solutions of these systems and discuss their convergence criteria. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: 
In Section 2.2, we consider a system of nonUnear implicit variational inclusions 
considered by Bai et al. [9]. By using the resolvent operator technique associated 
with m-accretive mappings, we give an iterative algorithm for finding the approxi-
mate solutions of this system of variational inclusions and discuss the convergence 
criteria. 
In Section 2.3, we consider a system of generalized nonlinear variational-Uke 
inclusions considered by Lan et al. [77]. By using the resolvent operator technique 
associated with maximal 77-monotone mapping, we give a generahzed Mann-type 
iterative algorithm for finding the approximate solutions of this system of varia-
tional inclusions. Further, we discuss the existence of solution of the system and 
convergence criteria for the iterative algorithm. 
In Section 2.4, we consider a system of multi-valued implicit variational-like 
inclusions considered by Kazmi et al. [66]. By using the resolvent operator technique 
associated with (m, 77)-accretive mapping due to Chidume et al. [21] and Nadler 
technique [89], we give an iterative algorithm for finding the approximate solutions 
of this system of variational inclusions. Further, we discuss the existence of solution 
of the system and the convergence criteria of the iterative algorithm. 
The chapter is based on work of Bai et al. [9], Lan et al. [77] and Kazmi et al. 
[66]. 
Throughout this chapter, unless or otherwise stated, E is o. real Banach space 
endowed with dual space E* and the dual pair (.,.) between E and E*. If there is 
no confusion, we denote the norm of E and E* by |(.(|. 
2.2 SYSTEM OF NONLINEAR IMPLICIT VARIATIONAL 
INCLUSIONS 
Let T,g : E -^ E are two single-valued mappings. Suppose that A : E -^ 2^ 
is an m-accretive mapping. We consider the following system of nonlinear implicit 
variational inclusions (in short, SNIVI) [9]: 
Find x,y,z S E such that 
e e aT{y) + g{x) - g{y) + ^(^(x)), (2.2.1) 
e e PT{z) + g{y) - g(z) + A{g{y)), (2.2.2) 
and 
e 6 jT{x) + g{z) - g{x) + A{giz)), (2.2.3) 
where 9 is the zero element in E and a, P, 7 > 0. 
Some Special Cases of SNIVI (2.2.1)-(2.2.3): 
(i) If E = H is a, Hilbert space and A — d(p, where (p : Ti -^ IZl) {+00} is a 
proper convex and lower semicontinuous function on H and d(p denotes the 
subdifferential of function (/?, then SNIVI (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) is equivalent to finding 
x,y,z £li such that 
(GT(y) + g{x) - g{y),w - g{x)) > <p{g{x)) - ip{w), (2.2.4) 
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{PT{z) + g{y) - g{z), w - g{y)) > ip{g{y)) - ifiw), (2.2.5) 
and 
(7T(x) + giz) - g{x), w - g{z)) > ^{g{z)) - ip{w), (2.2.6) 
for a , /?, 7 > 0 and for all w e'H. 
(ii) li E = H is a, Hilbert space, ^ = / is the identity mapping, and (/? is the 
indicator function of a closed convex subset K inH, tha t is, 
ip{x) = IK{X) = < 
' 0 , xeK, 
< 
+CXI, otherwise, 
then a system of nonlinear variational inclusions (2.2.4)-(2.2.6) is equivalent 
to finding x,y,z E K such that 
{ctT{y) + x-y,w-x)>0, (2.2.7) 
{PT{z)+y-z,w-y)>0, (2.2.8) 
and 
{'yT{x) + z-x,w-z)>0, (2.2.9) 
for a, /?, 7 > 0 and for all w £ K. 
(iii) For x = y = z and a = /? = 7 = 1, the system of nonUnear variational 
inequalities (2.2.7)-(2.2.9) reduces to the following standard nonlinear varia-
tional inequahty (NVI) problem: 
Find an element x & K such that 
{T{x),w-x)>0, "iwGK. 
The following lemma shows an equivalence between SNIVI (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) and 
a system of relations. 
L e m m a 2.2.1[9]. x,y,z E E is a solution of SNIVI (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) if and only if 
x, y, z satisfy the relations 
g{x) ^ RA[g{y) - aT{y)], (2.2.10) 
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g{y) = RM^) - PTiz)l (2.2.11) 
giz) = RA[g{x)-^T{x)], (2.2.12) 
for a, /3,7 > 0. 
Based on Lemma 2.2.1, we give the following iterative algorithm for finding the 
approximate solutions of SNIVI (2.2.1)-(2.2.3). 
Iterative Algorithm 2.2.1 [9]. For a given initial point XQ G E, compute the 
sequences {a;„}, {yn} and {z„} by the following iterative scheme: 
gixn+i) = (1 - an)g(xn) + anRAlgiVn) " aT{yn)], 
g{yn) = RAbiZn) - PT{Zn)], 
g{Zn) = RA[g{Xn) " lT{Xn)], 
for a,/3,7 > 0, 0 < a„ < 1, n = 0,1, . . . and S^o^^n = oo-
If £• = "H is a Hilbert space, ^ = 7 is the identity mapping and A — dip, where ip 
is the indicator function of a closed convex subset K inH, then Iterative Algorithm 
2.2.1 reduces to the following iterative algorithm. 
Iterative Algorithm 2.2.2[9]. For a given initial point XQ e E, compute the 
sequences {x„}, {y„} and {z„} by the following iterative scheme: 
Xn+l = (1 - an)Xn + OnPftrbn - 0!T{yn)], 
yn = PK[Zn-pT{Zn)], 
Zn = PKIXU - lT{Xn)], 
for a,/?, 7 > 0, 0 < a„ < 1, n = 0,1,. . . , and S^oCn = oo. Here, PK is the 
projection of "H onto K. 
Definition 2.2.1(9]. Let T,g : E —^ E he single-valued mappings. Then T is said 
to be 
(i) r-strongly accretive with respect to g if there exists a constant r G (0,1) such 
that 
{T{x) - T{y),j,{g{x) - g{y))) > r\\g{x) - g{y)\\'^, Vx, y e E; 
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(ii) s-Lipschitz continuous with respect to g if there exists a constant s > 1 such 
that 
\\T{x) - T{y)\\ < s\\g{x) - g{y)l Va:,y e E. 
The following theorem gives the convergence analysis of Iterative Algorithm 
2.2.1. 
Theorem 2.2.1 [9]. Let £J be a real q-uniformly smooth Banach space and A : 
E —)• 2^ be an m-accretive mapping. Let T : E -^ E he r-strongly accretive and 
s-Lipschitz continuous mapping with respect to g and g : E -^ E he invertible. Let 
x,y,z G E form a solution of SNIVI (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) and the sequences {a;„}, {y„} 
and {zn} be generated by Iterative Algorithm 2.2.1. Then, we have the following 
(1) The estimates: 
(i) ||5(a;n+i) - g{x)\\ < (1 - an)\\g{xn) - g{x)\\ + a„cr||5(y„) - g{y)\\; 
(ii) UVn) - g{y)\\ < Mzn) - g{z)\\, for 0 < /? < {qr/c.s'^y/(''-')•, 
(iii) \\g{zn) - giz)\\ < \\g{xn) - g{x)l for 0 < 7 < (qr/c.s'^y/^'^-'h 
(iv) \\g{xn+i) - g{x)\\ < (1 - an)\\g{xn) - ^(a;)|| + a„(7||^(x„) - g{x)\\, 
where cr = (1 — qar + Cqa^s^Y^'^, and Cg > 1 is a constant. 
(2) The sequence {x„} converges to x for 0 < /3, 7 < {qr/cqS^y/^^~^K 
Let E — 71 is a Hilbert space, we know that E is 2-uniformly smooth and C2 = 1 
by [115]. And let g — I (the identity mapping). Then, Theorem 2.2.1 reduces to 
the following corollary: 
Corollary 2.2.1 [9]. Let ^ be a real Hilbert space and T : K -^ H an r-strongly 
accretive and s-Lipschitz continuous mapping from a nonempty, closed and convex 
subset K into H. Let x,y,z e K from a solution for SNIVI (2.2.7)-(2.2.9) and the 
sequences {xn}, {yn} and {^„} be generated by Iterative Algorithm 2.2.2 Then, we 
have the following 
(1) The estimates 
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(i) ||xn+i - x|| < (1 - an)\\xn - x\\ + an(r\\yn - y\\; 
(ii) bn - y\\ < \\Zn - Z\\, hvO<P< 2 r / s 2 ; 
(iii) \\zn - z\\ < \\Xn - a;||, for 0 < 7 < 2r/s'^; 
(iv) ||x„+i - x|| < (1 - an)\\xn - a;|| + anO-||x„ - x\\, 
where a = (1 - 2ar + a^s^)^/^. 
(2) The sequence {x„} converges to x for 0 < /3, 7 < 2r/s^, and 0 < a < 2r/s^. 
2.3 SYSTEM OF GENERALIZED NONLINEAR VARIATIONAL-LIKE 
INCLUSIONS 
First, we study some properties of resolvent operator associated with maximal 
77-monotone mapping in Banach space. 
For that we need the following definitions: 
Definition 2.3.1 [58]. The mapping T) : E x E -^ E* is said to be 
(i) d-strongly monotone if there exists a constant S > 0 such that 
{x-y,r){x,y))>5\\x-yf, Mx,yeE; 
(ii) r-Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant r > 0 such that 
||^(x,y)|| < r | | x - y | | , yx,yeE. 
Definition 2.3.2[58]. Let T] : E x E -^ E* he a. single-valued mapping and A : 
E -> 2^ he a multi-valued mapping. Then A is said to be 
(i) Tj-monotone if 
{u - V,rj{x,y)) > 0, Wx,yeE,uE A(x),v e A(y); 
(ii) strictly rj-monotone if 
(u - V, r]{x, y)) > 0, yx,yeE,ue A{x), v G A{y), 
and equality holds if and only if x = y; 
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(iii) strongly rj-monotone if there exists a constant r > 0 such that 
{u - V, r]{x, y)) > r\\x - yf, yx,yeE,ue A{x), v G A(y); 
(iv) maximal rj-monotone mapping if M is 77-monotone and (/ + \M){E) = E for 
all (equivalently, for some) A > 0. 
Lemma 2.3.1 [58,59]. Let r) : E x E -^ E* he o. strictly monotone mapping and 
A : E ^ 2^ be a maximal 77-monotone mapping. Then the following results hold: 
(i) {u - v,r){x,y)) > 0, V(y,u) G Gra,ph{A) implies {x,u) € Graph(yl), where 
Graph(^) = {{x,u) G E x E : u e A(x)}; 
(ii) for any p > 0, inverse mapping (/ + pA)~^ is single-valued. 
Let S,A,p: E -^ E and Ni, N2,r}i,T}2 : E x E -^ E he single-valued mappings, 
T,B : E -^ 2^ be multi-valued mappings and Mi,M2 be respectively, maximal 
771-monotone and maximal 772-monotone mappings. For any given f,g G E, we 
consider the following system of generalized nonlinear variational-like inclusions (in 
short, SGNVLI) [77]: 
Find x,y e E such that p{x) G dom(Mi) and 
( y - x - X^{N,{S{y),v) - / ) G AaMi(p(a;)), ^v G T{y), 
(2.3.1) 
^ x - y - X2{N2{A{x),u)-g)e XiMiiy), Vu G Bix), 
where Ai, A2 are two positive constants. 
If p = I, the identity mapping, then SGNVLI(2.3.1) is equivalent to finding 
x,y e E such that 
' y - x - X^{N^iSiy),v) - / ) G XiM,{p{x)), Vt; G T{y), 
(2.3.2) 
^ x - y - X2{N2{A{x),u) -g)e X2M2{y), Vu G B{x), 
for Ai, A2 > 0. 
The following lemma gives an equivalence between SGNVLI(2.3.1) and a system 
of inclusions. 
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Lemma 2.3.1 [77]. For given x, y in E, [x, y) is a solution of SGNVLI(2.3.1) if and 
only if 
r p ( : r ) G 4 \ ( p ( a : ) + y - a ; - A i ( i V i ( % ) , T ( 2 / ) ) - / ) ) , 
(2.3.3) 
^yeJ'^\{x-X2iN2iAixlB{x))-g)). 
Based on Lemma 2.3.4, we have the following iterative algorithms for SGN-
VLI(2.3.1) and problem (2.3.2). 
Iterative Algorithm 2.3.1 [77]. For any given XQ 6 E, the generalized Mann 
iterative sequence with mixed errors {x„} and {y„} in E is defined as follows: 
G (1 - an)Xn + OinlXn - p{Xn) 
+JM\iPM +yn-Xn- Xl{Ni{S{yn\T{yn)) " / ) ) ] + 
yn G Jl:!,{xn - X2{N2{A{xn),5(a:„)) - Q)) + fn, n = 0,1,2,...., 
(2.3.4) 
where {a„} is a sequence in [0,1] and {e„}, {/„}, {s„} are the sequences in E 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) e„ - e; + e'^; 
(ii) limn-^ oo lle l^l = lim„-^oo ||/n|| = 0; 
(iii) S-^olKII < 00> S-olknll < OO. 
If p = I, then Iterative Algorithm 2.3.1, reduces to the following iterative 
algorithm for solving problem (2.3.2). 
Iterative Algorithm 2.3.2[77]. For any given XQ e E, define the Mann iterative 
sequence with mixed errors Xn and yn in E as follows: 
e (1 - an)Xn + an[Xn " piXn) 
^JM^ivM + yn-Xn- Ai(iVi(5(y„),T(y„)) - /))] + 
. Vn e J^^iXn - XiiNiiAiXn), B{Xn)) ' g)) + fn, Tl =^ 0, 1, 2, ...., 
where {a„}, {e„}, {/„} and {s„} are the same as in Iterative Algorithm 2.3.1. 
The following theorem gives the existence and iterative approximation of solu-
tions of SGNVLI(2.3.1). 
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Theorem 2.3.1[77]. Let £• be a ^-uniformly smooth Banach space and the map-
pings S,A:E^Ehe /i-Lipschitz continuous and ^-Lipschitz continuous, respec-
tively. Let T,B : E -> CB{E) be {u, ^ )-Lipschitz continuous and ((, -H')-Lipschitz 
continuous, respectively. Let p : E -^ E be a-strongly monotone and /?-Lipschitz 
continuous; let A^ i : ExE ^ Ehe Ci-Lipschitzcontinuous and ai-strongly accretive 
with respect to S in the first argument; let N2 : E x E -^ E he e2-Lipschitz con-
tinuous and a2-strongly accretive with respect to A in the first argument; let Ni be 
7i-Lipschitz continuous in the second argument; leirji : E x E ^ E* be Tt-Lipschitz 
continuous and (Jj-strongly monotone and let Mi : E ^ 2^ he maximal 77,-monotone, 
for z = 1,2. 
Suppose that the following condition hold: 
h = {l + f^){l-qa + c,fi'^)' <l, 
TiT2[{l - qXiai + CgXlelix-i)-^ + X^iu] x [(1 - gAao-j + c<,Alele)' + A272C] < ^iW^ - h) 
(2.3.5) 
where Cg > I and Ai,A2 > 0 are constants. Then SGNVLI (2.3.1) has a solution 
If p = / , then Theorem 2.3.1 reduces to following existence theorem of solution 
system of variational-like inclusions (2.3.2). 
Theorem 2.3.2[77]. Assume that E,S,A,T,B,Ni,r)i and Mi for z = 1,2 are the 
same as in Theorem 2.3.1. If there exist constants Ai, A2 > 0 such that 
rir2[(l-gAiai+c,Al6l/i'')i-hAi7iHx[(l-9A2CT2-Hc,Alel^^)UA272C] < ^i^a, (2.3.6) 
where Cq > 1, then system (2.3.2) has a solution (x,i/). 
Theorem 2.3.3[77]. Suppose that E,S,A,T,B,Ni,T}i and M,- for i = 1,2 are the 
same as in Theorem 2.3.1. If E^oa„ = 00 and condition (2.3.5) holds, then the 
generaUzed Mann iterative sequence {a;„} and {y„} defined by Iterative Algorithm 
2.3.1, converge strongly to the solution (x,y) of SGNVLI(2.3.1). 
Prom Theorem 2.3.1, we can get the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3.4[77]. Assume that E,S,A,T,B,Ni,'ni and Mi for i = 1,2 are the 
same as in Theorem 2.3.2. If i;^o<^n = 00 and condition (2.3.6) holds, then the 
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Mann iterative sequence {xn} and {y„} defined by Iterative Algorithm 2.3.2 converge 
strongly to the solution {x,y) of system (2.3.2). 
2.4 SYSTEM OF MULTI-VALUED IMPLICIT VARIATIONAL-LIKE 
INCLUSIONS 
First, we give the concept of (m, 77)-accretive mappings and study some prop-
erties of resolvent operator associated with (m, r/j-accretive mappings. 
For that we need the following definitions: 
Definition 2.4.1 [21]. A mapping r]: E x E -^ E is said to be 
(i) accretive if Vx, y ^ E, there exists j{x — y) G J{x — y) such that 
{v{x,y),j{x-y)) > 0; 
(ii) strictly accretive if Vx, y ^ E, there exists j{x — y) € J(x — y) such that 
{v{^,y)J{x-y)) >o 
and the equality in above holds only when x = y; 
(iii) S-strongly accretive if Vx, y E E, there exists j{x — y) G J{x—y) and a constant 
6 > 0 such that 
{v{x,y),j{x-y)) >5\\x-yf. 
Definition 2.4.2[21]. Let rj : E x E -^ E he a. single-valued mapping. Then a 
multi-valued mapping M : E ^ 2^ is said to be 
(i) T)-accretive if Vx, y E E, there exists j{x — y) E J{x — y) such that 
(x - y, j{r]{x,y))) > 0, Wx,y E E and Vu E Mx, v E My; 
(ii) a-strongly rj-accretive if Vx, y E E, there exists j{x — y) E J{x — y) and a 
constant a > 0 such that 
{x - y,j{v{x,y))) > CT||X - y|p, \/x,yEE and Vu E Mx, u G My; 
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(iii) (m, T])-accretive if M is 77-accretive and (/ + pM){E) = E, for any p > 0, 
where / stands for an identity operator on E. 
We note that if E = H, a. Hilbert space, then (m, 77)-accretive mapping is called 
maximal rj-monotone mapping. 
Lemma 2.4.1[21]. Let E he a real Banach space. Let r]: E x E ^ E he strictly 
accretive mapping and let M : E -^2^ be an (m, 7y)-accretive mapping. Then 
(i) {u - v,j'r){x,y)) > 0, V(u,y) G Q{M) implies {u,x) G Q{M), where 
g{T) = {(u, x)eEx E:ue M{x)} is the graph of M; 
(ii) the mapping (7 + pM)~^ is single-valued for all p > 0. 
Remark 2.4.1 [21]. By Lemma 2.4.1 we can define resolvent operator associated 
with (m, 77)-accretive mapping M as follows: 
r^{x) = (7 + pM)-'{x), Vx e E, (2.4.1) 
where /? > 0 is a constant and rj: E x E ~¥ E is strictly accretive mapping. 
Lemma 2.4.2[21]. Let r] : E x E -^ E he d-strongly accretive and r-Lipschitz 
continuous mapping and let M : £• -> 2^ be an (m, r/)-accretive mapping. Then the 
resolvent operator of M, J^ = (I + pM)~^ is (r/5)-Lipschitz continuous, i.e., 
Pliix) - Jli{y)\\ < ^ Ik - yl Va;,y G E, (2.4.2) 
where p > 0 is a constant. 
Let N,r} : E X E -^ E, g : E -^ E he single-valued mappings; let A,B : E -^ 
CB{E) he multi-valued mappings. Suppose that M : E -^ 2^ is (m, 7/)-accretive 
mapping. Then we consider the following system of multi-valued variational-like 
inclusions (in short, SMVLI): Find x,y e E, u € A{u), v G B{u), u' G A{v), 
v' G B{v) such that 
0 e gix) - g{y) + p{N{u', v') + M{g{x))), (2.4.3) 
0 e g{y) - g{x) 4- ^ {N{u, v) + M{g{y))), (2.4.4) 
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where G is the zero element in E and /?, 7 > 0. 
li E = Ti is a. Hilbert space; N(x^y) = x, Vx G "H and A is single-valued 
mapping, then SMIVLI (2.4.3)-(2.4.4) reduces to the following system of nonhnear 
variational-like inclusions studied by Kazmi and Bhat [5]: Find x,y ^V. such that 
e* G g{x) - g{y) + p{T{y) -f- M{g{x))\ p > 0, (2.4.5) 
e* e g{y) - g{x) + ^{T{x) + M{g{y))l 7 > 0, (2.4.6) 
where 0* is the zero element in H and p, 7 > 0. 
The following lemma gives an equivalence between SMIVLI (2.4.1)-(2.4.2) and 
a system of relations. 
Lemma2.4.3[66]. {x,y,u,v,u',v'), wherex,y e E,ue A{u),v e B{u),u' e A{v), 
v' € B{v) is a solution of SMIVLI (2.4.3)-(2.4.4) if and only if {x,y,u,v,u',v') 
satisfies 
g{x) = J^[g{v) - pNiu',v% p>0, (2.4.7) 
where 
g{y) = Xf [5(«) - 7iV(w, v)i 7 > 0, (2.4.8) 
and J^ — {1^ + pM)~^, J^ — {^ + 7)"'^ ^^^ ^he resolvent operators associated with 
M. 
Based on Lemma 2.4.3, we have the following iterative algorithm for SMIVLI 
(2.4.1). 
Iterative Algorithm 2.4.1[66]. For given XQ e E,yo e E, UQ G A{UO), VQ e B{uo), 
•u'o G A{vo), VQ G B{VO), compute the sequences {x„}, {y„}, {u„}, {vn}, « } , {v'^} 
by the following iterative schemes: 
g{xn+i) = Jfigiyn) - p i V « , < ) ] , P > 0, (2.4.9) 
where 
9{Vn) = J f b(x„) - 7Ar(u„, <(;„)], 7 > 0, (2.4.10) 
Un G A{Xn) : | |u„+i - «„ | | < (1 -H (1 + n)-^)E{A{Xn+x).A{Xn))\ 
Vn G B{xn) : ||^„+i - VnW < ( ! + (! + nY')H{B{xn+i), BM); 
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< e A{yn) : IK+i -<\\ < ( ! + (! + n)-')H{Aiyn+,),Aiyn)); 
< G Bivn) : iK+i - t;;i| < ( ! + (! + n)-^)^(B(y„+i), B(y„)); 
for n = 0,1,2,3,.... 
The following theorem gives the existence and iterative approximation of solu-
tion of SMIVLI (2.4.1)-(2.4.2). 
Theorem 2.4.1[66]. Let E hea real Banach space. Let the multi-valued mapping 
M : E —> 2^ be (77,771)-accretive; let the multi-valued mappings A,B:E-^ CB{E) 
be (A^,^)-Lipschitz continuous and (As, Af^)-Lipschitz continuous, respectively; let 
the mapping {g-I) : E -> Ehe fc-strongly accretive, where / is the identity mapping 
on E; let the mapping g : E r^ E he A^-Lipschitz continuous; let the mapping 
N : E X E -^ E he A^vrLipschitz continuous in the first and second arguments, 
respectively. If for some positive numbers p and 7, the following condition is satisfied: 
Jd(0.5 + fc) - A2 . s 
P , 7 < - \ , ^ , / ; X,<^di0.5 + k), d=-. (2.4.11) 
Then the sequences {x„}, {Vn}, {un}, {vn}, Wn}, {v'n} generated by Iterative Algo-
rithm 2.4.1, strongly converge to a;,y,w,t;,w', v', respectively, in E andx,y,u,v,u',v' 
is a solution of SMIVLI (2.4.1)-(2.4.2). 
Example 2.4.1[66]. Let E = R^ and let for any x — {xi,X2) G i?^, y = {y\,yi) G 
R^, consider g{x) = x, A{x) = [xi,xi 4-1] x {0}, B{x) = {x}, N{x,y) = x + 2y, 
ri{x, y) = X — y. Then we can easily observe that 
(i) g{x) is 1-strongly monotone and 1-Lipschitz continuous, that is. A; = 1, Ag = 1; 
(ii) T] is 1-strongly monotone and 1-Lipschitz continuous, that is, <5 = 1, r = 1; 
(iii) A and B are l-.fl'-Lipschitz continuous, that is, A^ = 1, AB = 1 : 
(iv) A^  is 1-Lipschitz continuous in the first argument and 2-Lipschitz continuous 
in the second argument, that is, AjVi = 1, XN^ — 2-
After simple calculation, condition (2.4.11) is satisfied for p,7 G (0,0,4) and 8,6' € 
(0,1). 
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CHAPTER 3 
RESOLVENT OPERATOR TECHNIQUES FOR SOME 
SYSTEMS OF VARIATIONAL INCLUSIONS IN 
HILBERT SPACES 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In recent part, the techniques based on different classes of resolvent operators 
have been developed by many researches to study the existence and iterative ap-
proximations of solutions of various classes of systems of variational inclusions. 
In this chapter we study some properties of maximal r;-monotone mappings, 
i^-monotone mappings and (if, 77)-monotone mappings and their associated resol-
vent operators. Further using the techniques based on these resolvent operators, 
we develop iterative algorithms for some systems of variational inclusions in Hilbert 
spaces. We study the existence of solutions of these systems and discuss the conver-
gence analysis of these iterative algorithms. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: 
In Section 3.2, we consider a system of generalized quasi variational-like in-
clusions considered by Qiu et al. [106]. Using the resolvent operator technique 
associated with maximal T]-monotone mappings, we discuss the existence of solution 
and develop an iterative algorithm of this system of quasi variational-like inclusions. 
Further, we discuss the convergence criteria for the iterative algorithm. 
In Section 3.3, we consider a system of multi-valued variational inclusions con-
sidered by Yan et al. [117]. Using the resolvent operator technique associated with 
maximal if-monotone mappings due to Fang and Huang [41,42], we discuss the ex-
istence of solution and develop an iterative algorithm of this system of variational 
inclusions. Further, we discuss the convergence criteria of the iterative algorithm. 
In Section 3.4, we consider a system of multi-valued quasi variational-like in-
clusions considered by Peng et al. [102]. Using the resolvent operator technique 
associated with {H, ?7)-accretive mappings, we discuss the existence of solution and 
develop a three-step iterative algorithm of this system of variational inclusions. Fur-
ther, we discuss the convergence criteria for the iterative algorithm. 
The chapter is based on work of Qiu et al. [106], Yan et al. [117], and Peng et 
al. [102]. 
Throughout this chapter, unless or otherwise stated let H, Hi, 'H2 and H3 are 
real Hilbert spaces. If there is no confusion, we denote the inner product and norm 
of ?^, Til, 7^ 2 and Hz by (.,.) and ||.||, respectively. 
3.2 SYSTEM OF GENERALIZED QUASI-VARIATIONAL-LIKE 
INCLUSIONS 
For each i - 1,2,3, let gi : Hi ^ Hi, r]i : Hi x Hi ^ Hi and Fi,Ti : Hi x 
H2XH3 ^ Hi are all single-valued mappings {i = 1,2,3). Let Mi, Ai, Bj, d -.Hi -^ 
CB(Hi), {i = 1,2,3) be multi-valued mappings. We consider the following system 
of generalized quasi-variational-like inclusions (in short, SGQVLI): 
Find ix,y,z) e Hi x H2 x Hz, Ui G Ai{x), Vi G Bi{y), Wi G Ci{z) {i = 1,2,3) 
such that 
f 0 e gi{x) - g2{y) + pi{Ti{x,y,z)) + Fi{ui,vi,wi) + Mi{gi{x))), 
0 G g2(y) - gz{z) + p2{T2{x,y,z)) + ^2(^2,^2,^2) + M2{g2{y))), (3.2.1) 
. 0 e gz{z) - gi{x) + p3{Tz{x, y, z)) + Fz{uz, vz, 103) + Mz{gz{z))), 
where pi > 0, p2 > 0 and pa > 0 are constants. 
Definition 3.2.1. Let T : H x H x H ^ H and g : H ^ H he single-valued 
mappings, then T is said to be 
(i) (^ > cr, C)-Lipschitz continuous if there exist constants ^ > 0, // > 0 and ( > 0 
such that 
mxi,yi,zi)-T{x2,y2,Z2)\\ <i\\xi,X2\\+a\\yi,y2\\+(\\zi,Z2\\, 
Vxi,yi,2i,X2,j/2,-22 &H-
(ii) monotone with respect to g in the first argument if 
{T(xi,.,.) - T(x2,., .),g(xi) - g{x2)) > 0, Vxi,X2 G H; 
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(iii) (3-strongly monotone with respect to g in the first argument if there exists a 
constant /3 > 0 such that 
{T{xu .,.) - T{x2,.,.),g{xi) - g{x2)) > I3\\xi - xsf , Vzi, x^ e U. 
The following lemma shows that SGQVLI(3.2.1) is equivalent a system of rela-
tions. 
Lemma 3.2.1[106]. Let tji : Hi x Hi -^ Hi be single-valued mappings, Mi -.Hi -^ 
2^' be maximal 7?i-monotone mappings, where i = 1,2,3. Then (x, y, z, ui,Vi,wi,U2, 
V2,W2,U3,V3,W3) with {x,y,z) e Hi X H2 X H3, Ui e Ai{x), Vi e Bi{y), Wi e 
Ci{z) {i = 1,2,3) is a solution of SGQVLI(3.2.1) if and only if 
' gi{x) = J^,{g2{y)) - P\Fi{uuVuWi) - pi{Ti{x,y,z)), 
92{y) = J'^Mz)) - P2F2{U2,V2,W2) - P2{T2{x, y, z)), (3.2.2) 
, P3(z) = JMSMX)) - Pa-F'slws, 1^ 3, W3) - P3(T3(x,y,z)), 
where J^. = (7 + piMi)-\ Pi > 0, i = 1,2,3. 
Based on Lemma 3.2.1, we construct the following iterative algorithm for finding 
the approximate solution of SGQVLI(3.2.1). 
Iterative Algorithmi 3.2.1[106]. For any given XQ e Hi, yo G H2, ZQ G H3, take 
ui e Aiixo), vl 6 Bi(yo), WQ ^ Ci{zo), {i = 1,2,3). Let 
' Po = </MI(52( /^0)) - PiFi{ul,vl,wl) - Pi(Ti(xo,yo,2o)), 
go = ^M2(53(20)) - p2Fiinl,vl,wl) - P2{T2{xo,yo,zo)), 
. ^0 = JMsidlixo)) - PzFziulvlwl) - P3(r3(lo,yO,2o))-
Hence there exist xi e Hi, t/i G H2, zi G Hz, such that po = 9\{xi), qo = 
92{yi), ro = gsizi). By Nadler [89], there exists u\ e A(a^i), v{ G Bi{yi) and 
w\eCi(zi), (i = 1, 2,3) such that 
\\u\-4\\<{l + l)HiAiXi,AiXo), 
\\v{-v^\\<{l + l)H{Biyi,Biyo), 
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\\w\-wl\\<{l + l)H{CiZi,CiZo). 
Let 
Pi = JM^{92iyi)) - PiFi{u\,vlwl) - pi{Ti{xi,yuZi)), 
Qi = ^M2(^ 3(2:1)) - p2F2{ul,vl,wl) - p2{T2{xuyuZi)), 
n - JMMXI)) - P3F3{ul,vlwl) - P3(T3(xi,yi,2i)). 
Hence, there exist X2 6 ?^i, ^2 € ^2 , -2:2 G Tis, such that pi = gi(x2), Qi = 
52(1/2), ^1 — 53('Z2)- By induction, we can define iterative sequences {xn}, {Vn}, 
{znh {<h Hh {^'nh{<}, {vl}, {wlh {ul}, {v'J, {wl} Satisfying 
gi{Xn+l) = JMii92{yn)) - P\FI{UI„VI,VJI) - Pi{Ti{Xn,yn,Zn)), (3.2.3) 
92{yn+l) = JM2i93{Zn)) - P2F2{ul,vl,wl) - P2(T2(x„, y„, 2„)), (3.2.4) 
gsiZn+l) = JAUgiiXn)) " PsF^iul, vl, wl) - P3{Tz{Xn, yn, Zn)), (3.2.5) 
Il<+1 - <\\ < (1 + -^)H{AiXn+l, AiXr,), (3.2.6) 
n + 1 
\\vU - <\\ < (1 + -^)H{Biyn^i. BiVnl (3.2.7) 
n + 1 
ll<+i - < l l < (1 + -^)H{CiZ^^^,Qzr,), (3.2.8) 
where < G ^ (xn ) , < ^ ^i(2/n), wj, G Ci(z„), i = 1,2,3 and n = 0,1,2,.... 
The following theorem shows that SGQVLI(3.2.1) has a solution and the ap-
proximation solution obtained by Iterative Algorithm 3.2.1, converges strongly to 
the exact solution of SGQVLI(3.2.1). 
Theorem 3.2.1[106]. For each i = 1,2,3, let rji : Jii x Hi-¥ Hi be a ^^-strongly 
monotone and Tj-Lipschitz continuous mapping; let Qi : lii ^ Hi be a cij-strongly 
monotone and ^j-Lipschitz continuous mapping; let Ai,Bi,Ci : Tii -)• CB{Hi) be 
hi, IBI, ici--H'-Lipschitz continuous mappings, respectively and let Mi : Hi ^ 2]^ 
be a maximal 77-monotone mapping. Let mapping Tj : Ki x "^2 x "Ha -> Hi be 
(6 ; ^1, Ci )-Lipschitz continuous and fci-strongly monotone with respect to 5-2 in the 
second argument; let the mapping T2 : H\ x H2 x Hz ^ H2 be (6,0-2, C2)-Lipschitz 
continuous and A;2-strongly monotone with respect to gz in the third argument; 
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and let the mapping Ts : "Hi x ^^ 2 x "Ka -^ 'H3 be (^3,a3,C3)-Lipschitz continuous 
and A;3-strongly monotone with respect to ^1 in the first argument. Suppose that 
Fi : Hi X 7^ 2 X 7{3 ^ Hi is (At,/ii,7i)-Lipschitz continuous mapping. If a, > 1 and 
there exist constants pi > 0, p2 > 0, ps > 0 such that 
a. max {pi^i + XipiUi + P26 + A2P2/A2 + A3P3U3 + yPi - '^hpz + pUh 
P20-2 + M2p2^B2 + PaCTs + /i3p3^B3 + /^iPl^Bi + - 2fcipi + p\al, 
V/3i-2fc2P2 + plC|} < 1, (3.2.9) 
where 
_ r n 72 T3 
Then SGQVLI (3.2.1) admits a solution {x,y,z,Ui,vi,Wi,U2,V2,W2,U3,vz,W3) and 
sequences {x„}, {y„}, {2„}, « } , {u^}, {Wn}.{^^n}, {^ n}> {^l}, {ul}, {vl}, {wD 
converge to x, y, z, Ui, fi, Wi, ^2, '^ 2, ^2, M3, ^^ s, W3 respectively, where {x^}, {yn}, {zn}, 
{Ki}y {'"n}; {^n}> (^  ~ 1>2,3) are the sequences generated by Iterative Algorithm 
3.2.1. 
3.3 SYSTEM OF MULTI-VALUED VARIATIONAL INCLUSIONS 
First, we study some properties of resolvent operator associated with i/-monotone 
mapping, then we study the existence and iterative approximation of solution of a 
system of multi-valued variational inclusions. 
For that we need the following definitions: 
Definition 3.3.1 [41]. Let H •.'H^'Hhea single-valued mapping and M :7i-^2'^ 
be a multi-valued mapping, then M is said to be H-monotone if M is monotone and 
{H + \M)U = H holds for every A > 0. 
Remark 3.3.1. li H = I, the identity mapping, then the definition of /-monotone 
mapping is that of maximal monotone mapping. In fact, the class of i/-monotone 
mappings has close relation with that of maximal monotone mappings. 
Example 3.3.1 [41]. Let / / : "H -)• "H be a strictly monotone single-valued mapping 
and let M : 7i -^ 2'^ be an //-monotone mapping, then M is maximal monotone. 
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Definition 3.3.2[41]. Let H : Ti -^ Ti he a. single-valued mapping, then H is said 
to be coercive if {Hx,x) 
h m ,, II = + 0 0 . 
X ->oo 
Definition 3.3.3. Let A : H ^ H he a, single-valued mapping. A is said to be 
bounded if A{B) is bounded for every bounded subset BofH. A is said to be hemi-
continuous if for any fixed x, y,z ETi, the function t —>• {A{x + ty), z) is continuous 
at 0+. 
Example 3.3.2[41]. Let M : "H -> 2^ be a maximal monotone mapping and 
H : v. ^ H he a bounded, coercive, hemi-continuous and monotone mapping. 
Then M is //-monotone. 
The following example shows that a maximal monotone mapping need not be 
//-monotone for some H. 
Example 3.3.3[41]. Let H = R, M = I and H{x) = x^, for all x e H, Then it 
is easy to see that / is maximal monotone and the range of (// + / ) is [—1/4, +00). 
Therefore, / is not //-monotone. 
Definition 3.3.4[41]. Let H : H —^ H he a strictly monotone mapping and 
M : Ti ^ 2^ he an //-monotone mapping. The resolvent operator Jj^ ;^  ://—>•?/ 
is defined by: 
J^^^ix) - (// -F XM)-\x), Wx e n. 
Remark 3.3.2. When / / = / , Definition 3.3.4 reduces to the definition of the resol-
vent operator of a maximal monotone mapping [9]. 
Now, we have some properties of //-monotone mapping and its associated re-
solvent operator. 
Lemma 3.3.1 [41]. Let H •.H^Hhea strictly monotone mapping and M :'H ^ 
2^ he an //-monotone mapping. Then the operator (// -I- XM)~^ is single-valued. 
Lemma 3.3.2[41]. Let H •.H -^Tihea strongly monotone mapping with constant 
r and M : 'H -> 2^ be an //-monotone mapping. Then the resolvent operator 
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JMX '• "^ "^ ^ ^^ Lipschitz continuous with constant 1/r, i.e., 
ll^^,A(^)-^M,A(?/)ll<^ll^-y||, '^x,yen. 
Let F : Hi X U2-^ Ui, G : Ux X'H2-^ ^2 , Hi : Tii -> Hi, H2 : n^ ^ U2 
be nonlinear mappings; let M : ?^i -> 2^^ be an ifi-monotone mapping and let 
N :'H2-^ 2^2 be an //2-monotone mapping. Let ^ : ^ 1 -> 2'^iand B •.H2^2^\ 
The system of multi-valued variational inclusions (in short, SMVI)[8] is to: 
Find (x,y) e7iixH2,ue A{x) and v e B{y) such that 
' QeF{x,v) + M{x), 
< 
^ OeG{u,y) + N{y). 
(3.3.1) 
If M{x) = d(p(x) and N{y) = d(f){y) for all a; e 'Hi and y G H2, where 
<p, 0 : Ki —^  i? U {+00} be proper, convex and lower semi-continuous function-
a l and dip and dcf) denotes the subdifferential operators of (p and (p, respectively, 
then SMVI(3.3.1) reduces to the following problem: 
Find {x,y) G "Hi x H2, u G A{x), and v G B{y) such that 
' < F{x, v),z-x> +ip{z) - (p{x) > 0, Vz G ^ 1 , 
< 
^ < G{u,y),vu-y> +(f){w) - 4>{y) > 0, Viw G H2. 
(3.3.2) 
If yl and B are both identity mapping, then SMVI(3.3.1) reduces to the following 
problem: 
Find (a;,y) G "Hi X K2 such that 
' QeF[x,y) + M{x), 
< 
. OeG{x,y) + N{y), 
(3.3.3) 
which is called the system of variational inclusions considered by Fang and Huang 
[42]. 
Lemma 3.3.3[117]. Let Hi : Hi -> Tii and H2 : U2 ^ U2 be strictly monotone 
mappings; let M : 7ii -^ Tiihe //i-monotone and let A^: T^ a -> "^ 2 be /f2-monotone. 
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Then (x,y,u,v) is a solution of SMVI(3.3.1) if and only if {x,y,u,v) satisfies the 
relations 
f x = JJ^],[Hi{x)-pF{x,v)], 
(3.3.4) 
. y ='JS^[H2{y) - XG{u,y)], 
where p > 0 and A > 0 be constants. 
Based on Lemma 3.3.3, we give the following iterative algorithm for SMVI(3.3.1). 
Iterative Algorithm 3.3.1[117]. 
Step 1. Choose (zo.yo) ^ Uiy-Ui and choose «o G A(a;o)and VQ G iB(yo)-
Step 2. Let 
X„+l = JM\p[H\{Xn) - pF{Xn,Vn)], 
yn+1 = J§^x[H2{yn) - AG(u„ ,y„) ] . 
step 3. Choose Un+i G A{xn+i) and Vn+i € B(t/„+i) such that 
< 
. | | t ; n + l - ^ n | | < {l + {l + n)-')H2{B{bn+l),B{bn)), 
where Hi{.,.) is the Hausdorff pseudo-metric on 2^* for i = 1,2. 
(3.3.5) 
(3.3.6) 
Step 4- If 3;ri+i,y„+i, M„+i,and u„+i satisfy (3.3.5) to sufficient accuracy, stop; 
otherwise, set n := n + 1 and return to step 2. 
The following theorem prove that approximate solution obtained by Iterative 
Algorithm 3.3.1, converges to a solution of SMVI(3.3.1). 
Theorem 3.3.1[117]. Let Hi : Hi -^ Hi be a strongly monotone and Lipschitz 
continuous mapping with constants 71 and ri, respectively; let H^ : H2 -^ "^ 2 
be a strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous mapping with constant 72 and 
T2, respectively; let M : Hi -^ 2^i be /fi-monotone and let N : H2 ^ 2^^ 5^ 
/f2-nionotone. Suppose that A : Hi -^ C{Hj) is .^i-Lipschitz continuous and 
B •.H2 -^ C{H2) is ^2-Lipschitz continuous with constants rji and 7)2, respectively. 
Let F : Hi XH2 ^ Hi he a nonlinear mapping such that for any given (x, 1/) G "Hi x 
H2,F{.,y) is strongly monotone with respect to Hi and Lipschitz continuous with 
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constants ri and Si, respectively, and F{x,.) is Lipschitz continuous with constant 
9. Let G : Hi X 7i2-^ Hi he a nonlinear mapping such that for any given (x, y) e 
Hi X V.2,G{x,.) is strongly monotone with respect to H-i and Lipschitz continuous 
with constants r2 and s^, and G{.,y) is Lipschitz continuous with constant ^. If 
there exist constants p > 0 and A > 0 such that 
' l2\pf-^^n+^i + A^7/i7i < 7i72, 
(3.3.7) 
^ 7 l \ / ' ^2 -27^2 + A2s^ + p^77272 < 7X72, 
then SMVI(3.3.1) admits a solution (x, y, w, u) and sequences {x^}, {Vn}-, {wn} and {vn} 
converge to x, y, u and f, respectively, where {a:„}, {^n}, {•"«} and {u„} is the se-
quences generated by Iterative Algorithm 3.3.1. 
3.4 SYSTEM OF MULTI-VALUED QUASI VARIATIONAL-LIKE 
INCLUSIONS 
First we extend the concept of if-monotone mapping to (/f, 77)-monotone map-
ping and discuss some properties of resolvent operator associated with {H, r;)-monotone 
mapping. 
Definition 3.4.1 [44]. Let T) : H x n ^ H and H : H -^ H he single-valued 
mappings and M : "H —)• 2^ ^ be a multi-valued mapping, then M is said to be 
(i) ?7-monotone if 
{u - V,r]{x,y)) > 0, Vx,yen,xe M(x),y G M(v); 
(ii) {H,77)-monotone if M is //-monotone and {H + XM){H) ='H,^X> 0. 
Definition 3.4.2[44]. Let 7] : ?{ x K -)• ?^ be a single-valued mapping, H •.H^ 
H he a strongly 77-monotone mapping and M : H ^ 2'^ he an {H, r/)-monotone 
mapping. Then the resolvent operator i?^''j^ •.H-^'H is defined by 
R^lix) = {H-^ XM)-\x), yxen. 
Remark 3.4.1. If r]{x,y) = x-y, then the definition of 77-monotonicity is that of 
monotonicity and the definition of (i/, 77)-monotonicity becomes that of/f-monotonicity 
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in [41]. It is easy to see that if H = I (the identity map on H), then the defini-
tion of (/, 77)-monotone mapping is that of maximal r^-monotone mapping and the 
definition of /-monotone mapping is that of maximal monotone mapping, maximal 
77-monotone mapping, "H-monotone mapping. 
Lemma 3.4.1 [44]. Let r) : H x H -^ H he a. single-valued Lipschitz continuous 
mapping with constant T; let H : H -^ H he a, strongly //-monotone mapping with 
constant 7 > 0 and let M : H -^ 2^ he an (/f, 77)-monotone mapping. Then, the 
resolvent operator R^^ -"H -^H is Lipschitz continuous with constant ^, i.e., 
Il<1(^) - RZiy)\\ < -11^ - yl Va;,y € H. 
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Definition 3.4.3. Let Hi, "Ha, ^ 3 be Hilbert spaces, g : Hi ^ Hi and Fi : 
Hi XH2XH3 ^ Hi he single-valued mappings. 
(i) Fi(.,.,.) is said to be Lipschitz continuous in the first argument if there exists 
a constant ^ > 0 such that 
\\Fi{x,y,z) - Fi{x',y,z)\\ < ^\\x - a;'||, \/x,x' eHi,ye H2,z G Hz; 
(ii) Fi{.,., .)is said to be monotone in the first argument if 
{Fi(x,y,z) - Fi(x',y,z),x- x') > 0, Vx,x' eHuyG H2,ze H3; 
(iii) Fi{.,.,.) is said to be strongly monotone in the first argument if there exists a 
constant a > 0 such that 
{Fi{x,y,z) - Fi{x',y,z),x - x') > a\\x - x'f, \/x,x' eHi,y eH2,z eHs; 
(iv) Fi{.,.,.) is said to be monotone with respect to g in the first argument if 
{Fi{x,y,z) - Fi{x',y,z),gx-gx') > 0, Vx,x' EHi,yEH2,ze Hz\ 
(v) Fi(.,.,.) is said to be strongly monotone with respect to g in the first argument 
if there exists a constant /3 > 0 such that 
{Fy{x,y,z)-Fi{x',y,z),gx-gx') > /3| |x-x' | l^ Vx,x' G Hi,y e H2,z^ H3. 
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In a similar way, we can define the Lipschitz continuity and the strong monotonic-
ity (monotonicity) of Fi(.,.,.) with respect to g in the second or third argument. 
Let "Ki, U-i and Hz be Hilbert spaces; let Hx,gi : Ux^Ui, i/2,52 '• U^^U^, 
H3,gi : % ^ ^ 3 , r?i : Hi X -Hi -> Ui, V2 • ^2 x -^2 -^ ?^2, m-.V-zxH^^ Hz, 
Fi,Gi : Hi X H2 X Uz ^ Hi, F^^Gi : UixUixUz-^ U2, Fz,Gz : Ux^U^x 
Hz -> Hz are single-valued mappings and let A,D,Q : Hi -^ CB{Hi), B,E,U : 
H2 ->• CB{H2), C,P,U : Hz -> CB{Hz) are all multi-valued mappings. Let Mi : 
Hi -^ 2^^ be an (i7i,r/i)-monotone mapping with respect to the first argument; let 
M2 : H2 -> 2^ ^^  bg an (i/2,772)-nionotone mapping with respect to the first argument 
and let Mz : Hz -> 2^^ be an (i73,r73)-monotone mapping with respect to the first 
argument. We consider the following system of multi-valued quasi-variational-like 
inclusions (in short, SMQVLI): 
Find {x,y,z,a,b,c,d,e,p,q,u,v) such that {x,y,z) ^ Hi x H2 x Hz, a € A{x), 
b e B{y), c e C{z), d G D{x), e e E{y), p G P{z), q e Q{x), u G U{y), v G V{z) 
and 
' 0 G Fi(x,y,z) - Gi{a,b,c) + Mi{gi{x)), 
0 G F2{x,y,z) - G2{a,b,c) + M2{g2{x)), (3.4.1) 
^ 0 G Fz{x,y,z) - Gz{a,b,c) + Mz{gz{x)). 
The following lemma shows that SMQVLI(3.4.1) is equivalent a system of rela-
tions. 
Lemma 3.4.2[102]. For i = 1,2,3, let r)i : Hi x Hi -^ Hi be a single-valued 
mapping, Hi : Hi -> Hi be a strictly rji monotone mapping and Mi : Hi -^ 2^* 
be an (i/j,774)-monotone mapping. Then {x,y,z,a.b,c,d,e,p,q,u,v) with {x,y,z) G 
H1XH2X Hz, a G A{x), b G B{y), c G C{z), d G D{x), e G E{y), p G P{z), 
q G Q(x), u G U{y), v G V{z) is a solution of SMQVLI(3.4.1) if and only if 
gi(x) = <V,A (iyi(Pi(^))) - >^Fi(x,y,z) + XGi{a,b,c)), 
92{y) = ^M^:?(^2(52(y))) - pF2{x, y, z) + pG2{d, e,p)), 
9s{z) - RM';l'(Hz{gz{z))) - aFz{x,y,z) + aGz{q,u,v)), 
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where < V , A = (^i + ^ ^ i ) " ' ' ^ K = (^2 + pM^)'', i?S^',? = {H, + aM,)-\ 
A > 0, p > 0 and u > 0 be constants. 
Based on Lemma 3.4.2, we construct the following iterative algorithm for finding 
the approximate solution of SMQVLI(3.4.1). 
Iterative Algorithm 3.4.1(102]. For any given XQ £ Hi^yo G V.2 and ZQ G "HS, 
we compute the sequences Xn,yn,Zn,an,bn,Cn,dn,en,Pn,C[n,Un and Vn using iterative 
schemes such that 
Xn-hl=Xn -gi(Xn}+RM'S(Hi(gi(Xn}))-AFi(Xn, Vn, Zn)+XGi(an, K, C„)) , (3 .4 .2 ) 
yn + 1 = yn-9l{yn) + RS^'^p{H2ig2{yn)))-pF2iXn,yn,Zn) + pG2idn,en,Pn)), (3 .4 .3 ) 
Zn + 1 = Zn-g3iZn) + RM^^]^{H3{g3{Zn)))-aF3{Xn,yn,Zn)+(rG3{qn,Un,Vn)), (3 .4 .4 ) 
an e A{Xn), \\an+l - Qnll < (1 + ——)HM{^n+l,A{Xn))), (3 .4 .5 ) 
n + 1 
bn e B(yn), \\bn+l - bn\\ < (1 + -^)H2{B{Xn+,, B ( x „ ) ) ) , (3 .4 .6 ) 
n + 1 
^n 
II < (1 + -l-)H^{C{zn+i, C{zn))), (3.4.7) 
n + 1 
dn eD{Xn), \\dn+l-dn\\<{l + -^)MD{Xn+l,D{Xn))\ (3 .4 .8 ) 
e„ e £;(y„), ||e„+i - e„|| < (1 + - l-)^2(£?(yn-fi , E{yn))), (3.4.9) 
Pn G P ( ^ n ) , b n + l - P n | | < ( l + - 4 T ) - ' ^ 3 ( P ( ^ n + l , Z ^ ( 2 n ) ) ) , (3 .4 .10) 
n + 1 
Qn eQiXn), | k n + l - g n | | < ( l + - ^ ) ^ l ( g ( a ; „ + i , Q ( X n ) ) ) , (3 .4 .11) 
Un e Uiyn), ||M„+I - w„|| < (1 + -±-)H^{U{vn+i, U{yn))), (3.4.12) 
IL i~ X 
Vn eV{Zn), \\Vn^,-Vn\\<il + -^)H3iV{Zn+uV{Zn))), ( 3 .4 .13 ) 
fti ~i X 
for al ln = 0,1,2,... 
The following theorem prove that approximate solution obtained by Iterative 
Algorithm 3.4.1, converges to a solution of SMQVLI(3.4.1). 
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Theorem 3.4.1 [102]. For 2 = 1,2,3, let r)i: HiXHi-^ Hi be strongly r/i-monotone 
and Lipschitz continuous with constant ji and 6i, respectively and let gi :% -^ Hi 
be strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous with TJ and Sj, respectively. Let 
A,D,Q -.Hi^ CB{ni), B,E,U •.n2-^ CBin^), C,P,V -.nz-^ CB{nz) be 
L)-Lipschitz continuous with constant IA > 0,ID> 0, IQ > 0,1B > 0, IE > 0,lu > 0, 
Ic > 0, lp> 0 and Iv > 0, respectively. Let Fi : Hi x 712 x Hz-^ Hi be strongly 
monotone with respect to gi in the first argument with constant ai > 0, Lipschitz 
continuous in the first argument with constant Pi > 0, Lipschitz continuous in 
the second argument with constant ^i > 0, respectively, where gi : Hi -^ Hi is 
defined by gi{x) = Hiogi{x) = Hi{gi{x)) ^x e Hi, ^i > 0; let F2 : Hi x H2 x 
Hz -^ H2 be strongly monotone with respect to ^2 in the second argument with 
constant a2 > 0, Lipschitz continuous in the first argument with constant 2^ > 0, 
Lipschitz continuous in the third argument with constant 2^ > 0, respectively, where 
g2 •• H2 -^ H2 is defined by g2{x) = Hiogi{y) = H2{g2{y)) Vy G H2 and let 
Fz : Hi X H2 X Hz -^ Hz he strongly monotone with respect to 53 in the third 
argument with constant az > 0, Lipschitz continuous in the third argument with 
constant /^ s > 0, Lipschitz continuous in the first argument with constant 3^ > 0, 
and Lipschitz continuous in the second argument with constant ^3 > 0, respectively, 
where, Qz'-Hz-^ Hz is defined by gz{z) — Hzogz{x) = Hz{gz{x)) ^z eHz- Assume 
that Gi : Hi X H2 X Hz ^ Hi is Lipschitz continuous in the first, second and third 
arguments with constants /j,i > 0, Vi and wi, respectively, G2 : HixH2xHz -^ H2 is 
Lipschitz continuous in the first, second and third arguments with constants pi2 > 0, 
V2 and W2, respectively, Gz : Hi x H2 x Hz -^ Hz is Lipschitz continuous in the 
first, second and third arguments with constants /X3 > 0, ^3 and wz, respectively, 
Ml : Hi ^ 2]^ is an (/fijT/ij-monotone mapping, M2 : H2 ^ 2^ is an {H2,rj2)-
monotone mapping and Mz:Hz-^ 2f is an {Hz, 773)-monotone mapping. 
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Suppose that there exist constants A > 0, p > 0 and cr > 0 such that 
' ^ 1 - 2n + sl + ^^{^/5Wl - 2Aai + A2/?? + A/ii/^) + pfe + /i2/D)g + c7(6 + /is^g)^ < 1, 
^ 1 - 2r2 + sl + ^(V<^|si - 2pa2 + p'^P^ + mh) + H(i + ^ I ^ B ) ^ + ^^(6 + Vilv)f^ < 1, 
v/l - 2r3 + si + a ( ^ 5 | 5 2 _ 2 ^ a 3 + a2^ | + aw^lv) + A(6 + Wilc)^^ + p(6 + W2/p)^ < 1-
(3.4.13) 
Then SMQVLI(3.4.1) admits a solution {x,y,z,a,b,c,d,e,p,q,u,v) and sequences 
{xn}, {Vn}, {zn}, { 4 } , {e„}, {pn},{9n}, {wn}, {un} couverge to a;,y,2,a,6,c,(i,e,p,9,w,u 
respectively, where {x„}, {y„}, {2;„}, {d„}, {e„}, {p„},{g„}, {u„}, {t;„} be the se-
quences generated by Iterative Algorithm 3.4.1. 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESOLVENT OPERATOR TECHNIQUES FOR SOME 
SYSTEMS OF VARIATIONAL-LIKE INCLUSIONS IN 
BANACH SPACES 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we study some properties of (P, r/)-accretive mappings, {H, T])-
monotone mappings and (A, 77)-accretive mappings and their associated resolvent 
operators. Further using the techniques based on these resolvent operators, we de-
velop iterative algorithms for some systems of variational hke-inclusions in Banach 
spaces. We study the existence of solutions of these systems and discuss the conver-
gence analysis of these iterative algorithms. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: 
In Section 4.2, we consider a system of variational like-inclusions considered by 
Peng et al. [103]. Using the resolvent operator technique associated with {P,TJ)-
accretive mappings, we discuss the existence and uniqueness of solution and develop 
a Mann type iterative algorithm for this class of system of variational hke-inclusions. 
Further, we discuss the convergence criteria for the iterative algorithm. 
In Section 4.3, we consider a system of implicit variational like-inclusions con-
sidered by Lou et al. [84]. Using the resolvent operator technique associated with 
{H, ?7)-monotone mappings, we disciiss the existence and uniqueness of solution and 
develop an iterative algorithm of this system of variational inclusions. Further, we 
discuss the convergence criteria for the iterative algorithm. 
In Section 4.4, we consider a system of mixed variational like-inclusions con-
sidered by Jin [62]. Using the resolvent operator technique associated with {A,r])-
accretive mappings, we discuss the existence and uniqueness of solution and develop 
an iterative algorithm of this system of variational inclusions. Further, we discuss 
the convergence criteria for the iterative algorithm. 
In Section 4.5, we consider a system of generalized implicit variational-like in-
clusions considered by Peng et al. [104]. Using the resolvent operator technique 
associated with {H, ?7)-accretive mappings, we discuss the existence and uniqueness 
of solution and develop a multi step iterative algorithm of this system of variational 
inclusions. Further, we discuss the convergence criteria for the iterative algorithm. 
The chapter is based on work of Peng et al. [103], Lou et al. [84], Jin [62] and 
Peng et al. [104]. 
Throughout this chapter, unless or otherwise stated, E is a real ^-uniformly 
smooth Banach space endowed with dual space E*. 
4.2 SYSTEM OF VARIATIONAL-LIKE INCLUSIONS 
First, we study some properties of resolvent operator associated with {P,r})-
accretive mappings. 
For that we need the following definitions. 
Definition 4.2.1 [52,69]. Let P : E ^ E and r] : E x E ^ E he single-valued 
mappings. Then P is said to be r)-accretive if 
{Pix) - P(y), J^inix, y))) > 0, Vx, y e E. 
Definition 4.2.2(43]. Let E he a real g-uniformly smooth Banach space and let 
P : E ^ E he single-valued mapping and M : E -^ 2^ he a multi-valued mapping. 
Then M is said to be P-accretive if M is accretive and {P + pM){E) = E holds for 
all p>0. 
Definition 4.2.3[69]. Let P : E ^ E and T] : E x E -^ E he single-valued 
mappings and M : £J -> 2^ be a multi-valued mapping. Then M is said to be 
(i) accretive if 
{u - V, Jqinix, y))) > 0, '^x,yeE,ue M(x), v e M{y)\ 
(ii) (P, T])-accretive if M is 77-accretive and (P -f- pM){E) = E holds for all p > 0. 
Remark 4.2.1. 
(i) If r]{x, y) = x-y,yx,y e E, then the definition of the (P, r/)-accretive mapping 
is that of the P-accretive mapping introduced by Fang and Huang [43]. If 
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P = I, then the definition of the (/, ?7)-accretive mapping is that of the (77, m)-
accretive mapping introduced by Chidume et al. [21]. 
(ii) If E = "H is a real Hilbert space, then the definition of the (F, ry)-accretive 
mapping becomes that of the (P, ?7)-monotone mapping in [44] and the defini-
tion of the F-accretive mapping becomes that of the P-monotone mapping in 
[41]. 
(iii) The following examples illustrate that a (P, 77)-accretive mapping may be nei-
ther a P-accretive mapping and nor an (r;, m)-accretive mapping. And so the 
definition of the (P, 77)-accretive mapping is a real generalization of those of 
the P-accretive mapping and the (77, m)-accretive mapping and their special 
cases. 
Example 4.2.1 [103]. The following example shows that a (P, r/)-accretive mapping 
may not be a P-accretive mapping. Let E = R and P: E-^E,r]: ExE-^E, 
M : E -^ 2^ he defined as follows: P(x) = x^, 'n{x,y) - x'^ - y* and M{x) = 
{x'^,x'^,x^,}, Vx, y e E. It is easy to verify that M is (P, r/)-accretive. However, M 
is not an accretive mapping, and so M is not an P-accretive mapping. 
Example 4.2.2 [103]. The following example shows that a (P, 77)-accretive mapping 
may not be an (77, m)-accretive mapping. Let E = R and P : E -^ E,T] : ExE -^ E, 
N : E -^2^he defined as follows: P{x) = x^ T}{x,y) = x"^ - y^, N{x) = {x^, x^ + 
1/4,2x^ + 3,}, \/x,y € E. It is easy to verify that A'' is (P, 77)-accretive. However, 
(/ -I- pM){E) ^ E and so A'' is not an (77,m)-accretive mapping. 
Definition 4.2.4[103]. Let rj: ExE -^ Ehe a. single-valued mapping, P : E -^ E 
be a strictly 77-accretive single-valued mapping, and M : E ^ 2^ he a {P,rj)-
accretive mapping, A > 0 be a constant. The resolvent operator R^\ : E ^ E 
associated with P, /i, M, A is defined by 
RMH^) = (P + XM)-\x), Vx G E. 
Lemma 4.2.1 [69]. Let T] : E x E ^ E he a single-valued mapping; let P : E-^ E 
be a strictly 77-accretive single-valued mapping and let M : E -^ 2^ be a (P, 77)-
accretive mapping and x,y E E he two given points. If {y ~ v,Jq{r}{x,v))) > 0 
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holds, for all {y,v) G Graph(M), then u 6 M{x), where Graph(M) = {{x,u) € 
Ex E:ue M(x)}. 
Lemma 4.2.2[69]. Let r] : E x E -^ E he a. single-valued mapping, P : E ^ E he 
a strictly ry-accretive single-valued mapping, and M : E -^ 2^ he a. {P, r7)-accretive 
mapping. Then the operator {P+XM)~'^ is single-valued, where A > 0 is a constant. 
Lemma 4.2.3[103]. Let rj : E x E ^ E he Lipschitz continuous with a constant 
r > 0; let P : £^  -> £^  be strongly ry-accretive with a constant 7 > 0 and let 
M : £• -> 2^ be a (P, 77)-accretive mapping, A > 0 be a constant. Then the resolvent 
operator R^\ i^  Lipschitz continuous with a constant r '~V7) -^S-) 
mZi^) - ^ZM ^ (^ '^ "'^ ")ll^  - yl Vx,y G E. 
Now we consider the following system of variational like-inclusions (in short, 
SVLI) with (P, 7/)-accretive mappings. 
Let El and E2 he two real q-uniformly smooth Banach spaces and let Pi: Ei ^ 
El, P2 : E2 -^ E2, T)i : El X El -^ Ei, r]2 : E2 x E2 ^ E2, F : Ei x E2 -^ Ei, 
G : El X E2 ^ E2he single valued mappings. Let M : Ei -^ 2^^ be a {Pi,rji)-
accretive mapping and N : E2 ^ 2^^ he a (P2,772)-accretive mapping. Then SVLI 
is: 
Find {x, y) e EiX E2 such that 
' OeFix,y) + Mix), 
(4.2.1.) 
^ OeG{x,y) + N{y). 
Lemma 4.2.4[103]. Let Ei and E2 he real q-uniformly smooth Banach spaces; let 
r?i : El X El -> El, 7/2 : £^ 2 X E2 -^ E2 be single valued mappings; let Pi : Ei -> Ei be 
a strictly 771-accretive mapping, let P2 : E2 ->• E2 be a strictly 7y2-accretive mapping, 
let M : El -> 2^i be a (Pi,77i)-accretive mapping and let N : E2 -^ 2^^ ^e a 
(P2,%)-accretive mapping. Then {x,y) G Ei x E2 is a solution of SVLI (4.2.1) if 
and only if 
x = R^^'X{Pi{x)-XF{x,y)\ 
y = Rl^T{P2{y)-pG{x,y)), 
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where R^f = (Pi + XM)-\ R^f = (P2 + pN)-\ A > 0 and p > 0 are constants. 
Based on Lemma 4.2.4, we give the following iterative algorithm for SVLI(4.2.1). 
Mann Type Iterative Algorithm 4.2.1 [103]. For any given (xo,yo) e E x E, 
define the iterative sequence {(x„,t/„)} by 
' Xn+l = anXn + (1 " a„) i25;J ! ' [P i (x„) - XF{Xn,yn)], 
< 
, yn+1 = anVn + ( l " Qn)R^,'^[P2{yn) " pG{Xn,yn)], 
where 0 < «„ < 1 and limsupa„ < 1. 
n 
The following Theorems give the existence and iterative approximation of solu-
tions of SVLI(4.2.1). 
Theorem 4.2.1 [103]. Let Ei and E2 be two real g-uniformly smooth Banach 
spaces. For i — 1,2, let 771 : Ei x Ei -^ Ei he Lipschitz continuous with a constant TJ, 
and let Pi : Ei -^ Ei be strongly 77i-accretive and Lipschitz continuous with constant 
7i and 5i, respectively. Let F : Ei x E2-^ Eihe a. nonlinear mapping such that for 
any given {x,y) E EiX E2, F{.,b) is Pi-strongly accretive and Lipschitz continuous 
with constant ri and si > o, respectively, and F{a,.) is Lipschitz continuous with 
constant ^1 > 0. Let G : Ei x E2 -^ E2 he a, nonlinear mapping such that for 
any given {x,y) E E^x E2, G{x,.) is P2-strongly accretive and Lipschitz continuous 
with constants r2 and S2 > 0, respectively and G{.,y) is Lipschitz continuous with 
constant 6 > 0- Assume that M : Ei ^ 2^i is a (Pi,r?i)-accretive mapping and 
N : E2 -^ 2^2 ig a (P2,772)-accretive mapping. If there exist constants A > 0 and 
p> 0 such that 
VV<5?-9Ari+c,A'^ s? + ^ < l , 
(4.2.2) 
Then SVLI(4.2.1) admits a unique solution. 
Theorem 4.2.2[103]. Let Ei and E2 be two real q^-uniformly smooth Banach 
spaces. For i = 1,2, let 77J : £;i X £", ^ Ei be Lipschitz continuous with a constant n 
and let Pi : Ei-^ Ei he strongly r/j-accretive and Lipschitz continuous with constant 
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7i and 5i, respectively. Let F : EiX E2-^ Eihe a nonlinear mapping such that for 
any given {x,y) e EiX E2, F{.,y) is Pi-strongly accretive and Lipschitz continuous 
with constant ri and Si > o, respectively, and F{x,.) is Lipschitz continuous with 
constant ^1 > 0. Let G : Ei x E2 -^ E2 be a nonlinear mapping such that for 
any given {x,y) E EiX E2, G{x,.) is P2-strongly accretive and Lipschitz continuous 
with constants r2 and S2 > 0, respectively and G{.,y) is Lipschitz continuous with 
constant 2^ > 0. Assume that M : Ei —¥ 2^^ is a (Pi,77i)-accretive mapping and 
N : E2 ^ 2^2 is a (F2,^2)-accretive mapping. If there exist constants A > 0 and 
p > 0 such that (4.2.2) holds. Then {{xn,yn)} converges strongly to the unique 
solution (x,y) of SVLI(4.2.1). 
4.3 SYSTEM OF IMPLICIT VARIATIONAL-LIKE INCLUSIONS 
First, we study some properties of resolvent operator associated with {H, r/)-
monotone mappings. 
For that we need the following definitions: 
Definition 4.3.1 [44]. Let M : E -^ 2^' be a multi-valued mapping and let 
H : E ^ E*, T] : E X E ^ E he single-valued mappings. Then M is said to 
be 
(i) monotone if 
{u-v,x-y)>0, yx,yeE,ue M{x),v G M(y); 
(ii) 7)-monotone if 
{u - V,ri{x,y)) > 0, \/x,yeE,ue M{x), v G M{y); 
(iii) strongly rj-monotone if there exists a constant r > 0 such that 
{u - V, r]{x,y)) > r\\x - yW^, \fx,yeE,ue M{x), v G M{y); 
(iv) TO re/aa:eJ-77-monotone if there exists a constant m > 0 such that 
{u - V, T]{x, y)) > -m\\x - yf, yx,yeE,ue M{x), v G M{y); 
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(v) maximal monotone if M is monotone and has no proper monotone extension 
in E, i.e. Va;,yo eE, ue M{x), 
{u -vo,x- yo) > 0 
implies VQ 6 Myo. 
When E is a reflexive Banach space, M is maximal monotone if and only if 
{J + XM)E = E\\/X>0; 
(vi) maximal -q-monotone if M is 77-monotone and has no proper 97-monotone ex-
tension in E\ 
(vii) H-monotone if M is monotone and {H + XM)E = E*,MX > 0; if M is 77-
monotone and {H+XM)E = E*, VA > 0, then M is said to be {H, T])-monotone 
mappings; 
(viii) {H, ri)-monotone if M is m-relaxed 7/-monotone and {H+XM)E = £•*, VA > 0. 
Definition 4.3.2[44]. Let rj: E x E -^ E, H : E -^ E* he single-valued mappings 
and let M : E -^ 2^' be an (i?, 77)-monotone mapping. The resolvent operator 
R^l •.E*~>E is defined by 
RZ(^) = iH + >^M)-\x). 
Definition 4.3.3[44].. The mapping T : E -^ E* is said to be strongly accretive 
with respect to Hog if there exists a constant r > 0 such that 
{Tx - Ty, j;{Hg{x) - Hg{y))) > r\\x - y\\\ Vx, yeE, 
where J* : E* ^ E** is the generaUzed duahty mapping on E*, g : E ^ E is a, 
single-valued mapping. 
Lemma 4.3.1 [84]. Let E he a, real Banach space and let rj : E x E -> E he a 
Lipschitz continuous mapping with constant r > 0. Let H : E ^ E* he a strong 
r^-monotone mapping with constant r > 0 and let M : E -^ 2^* be a multi-valued 
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{H, 7y)-monotone mapping. Then, the resolvent operator i? j j j : E* -^ Eis Lipschitz 
continuous with constant ^r^^ for 0 < A < ^ , that is, 
Now we consider the following system of implicit variationd-like inclusions (in 
short, SIVLI): 
Find {x,y) e EiX E2 such that 
r feF{x,y) + M{g{x)l 
(4.3.1.) 
, heG{x,y) + N{g{y)l 
where f,heE*,F:ExE^E*,G:ExE^E*,g:E^Ehe single-valued 
mappings, M : E -^ 2^', N : E -> 2^' be multi-valued mappings. 
The following lemma gives an equivalence between SIVLI(4.3.1) and a system 
of relations. 
Lemma 4.3.2[84]. Let ^ be a real Banach space; r) : E x E ^ E and g : 
E X E -^ E he Lipschitz continuous mappings with constant r and t, respectively 
and let Hi,H2 : E -^ E* he strongly 77-monotone mappings with constants vi and 
V2, respectively. Let M : E -^ 2^' he (i^i, 7?)-monotone and let N : E -^ 2^* be 
(i/2,/?)-monotone. Then, for any given {x,y) e E x E, 0 < p, X < 2HilB£2i^  (^x,y) 
is a solution of SVI(4.3.1) if and only if {x, y) satisfies 
9{x) = Rl':;[H,{g{x)) - pF(x,y) + pf] 
g{y) = R^^^lH^igiy)) - XG{x, y) + Xh], (4.3.2) 
where A and p > 0 are two constants. 
Based on Lemma 4.3.2, we give the following iterative algorithms. 
Iterative Algorithm 4.3.1 [84]. Let 77 : £^  x £; -> E be a Lipschitz continuous 
mapping; lei a,g : E -^ Ehe strongly accretive; let Hi, H2 : E -^ E* he a strongly 
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r?-monotone; let M : £; ^ 2^* be a (/fi,r7)-monotone; let iV : E -> 2^* be {H2,v)-
monotone and let F,G : E x E -^ E* he mappings. For any given (XQ,yo) e E X E, 
define the iterative sequence {(a;„,y„)} by 
Xn+l = anXn + (1 - ttnjg'^RZ\'p[Hl{g{Xn)) - pF{Xn,yn) + pf], 
Vn+l = OCnVn + (1 " an)9-'R"N'S!\H2{9{yn)) ' XG{Xn,yn) + Xh], 
where 0 < «„ < 1 and lim sup„_^oo «„ < 1-
When an — 0, Iterative Algorithm 4.3.1, becomes 
Iterative Algorithm 4.3.2[101]. For any given (xcyo) e E x E, define the 
iterative sequence {(xn,yn)} by 
g{xn+i) = R^]'^[Hr{g{xn)) - pF{xn,yn) + p/] , « - 1,2,..., 
5(y„+i) = R'Hj^^lHMyn)) - XG{xn,yn) + Xh], n = 1,2, 
The following theorems give the existence and iterative approximation of solu-
tions of SIVLI(4.3.1). 
Theorem 4.3.1 [84]. Let E* be a 9-uniformly smooth Banach space; let 77: £" x iJ —> 
£• be a Lipschitz continuous mapping with constant a; let g : E -^ E he strongly 
accretive and Lipschitz continuous mapping with constant 7 and t respectively; let 
Hi : E -^ E* he a, strongly 77-monotone and Lipschitz continuous mapping with 
constants vi and TI, respectively and let H2 : E -^ E* he a, strongly 77-monotone 
and Lipschitz continuous mapping with constants V2 and T2, respectively. Let M : 
E -> 2^' be a (//"i,77)-monotone and let N : E -^ 2^' he {H2,r))-monotone. Let 
F : E X E ^ E* he a. mapping, such that for any given {x,y) e E x E, F{.,y) 
is strongly accretive with respect to Hiog and Lipschitz continuous with constants 
ri and si, respectively, and F{x,.) is Lipschitz continuous with constant 0. Let 
G : E X E ^ E* he a. mapping, such that for any given {x, y) G E x E, G{x,.) is 
strongly accretive with respect to H2og and Lipschitz continuous with constants r2 
and S2, respectively, and G{.,y) is Lipschitz continuous with constant ^. Let there 
exist constants 0 < p, A < '"'"^ "^ •^ >^ 
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such that 
a{v2 - m\)\JTlt'i - qpri + p'^Cqsl + crA (^'yi - mp) < 7(^1 - mp){v2 - mX), 
a{vi — mp)\JT^Vi - qXr2 + A^ Cgsf + crp9{v2 - mX) < 7(^1 - mp){v2 - mX). (4.3.3) 
Then SIVLI(4.3.1) admits a unique solution. 
Theorem 4.3.2[84]. Let E* be a 5-uniformly smooth Banach space, let T},HI,H2, 
M,N,F and G be as in Theorem 4.3.1. Assume that the condition (4.3.3) of Theo-
rem 4.3.1 holds. Then {(x„,y„)} generated by Iterative Algorithm 4.3.1 converges 
strongly to the unique solution {x,y) of SIVLI(4.3.1) and there exists 0 < d < 1 
such that 
\\xn - x\\ + Wvn - y\\ < dr{\\xo - x\\ + ||yo - y\\). 
4.4 SYSTEM OF MIXED VARIATIONAL-LIKE INCLUSIONS 
First, we study some properties of resolvent operator associated with {A, rj)-
accretive mappings. 
For that we need the following definitions. 
Definition 4.4.1. Let rj: E x E -> E and A : E -^ E he single-valued mappings. 
Then multi-valued mapping M : E -^ 2^ is said to be 
(i) 7]-accretive if 
{u - v,Jg(T]{x,y))) > 0, \/x,yeE,ue M{x),v e M{y); 
(ii) strictly rj-accretive if M is //-accretive and equality holds if and only ii x = y; 
(iii) r strongly-T]-accretive if there exists a constant r > 0 such that 
(w - V, Jg{r]{x,y))) > r\\x - y\\^, '^x,yeE,ue M{x), v e M{y)-
(iv) a-relaxed ri-accretive if there exists a constant m > 0 such that 
{u - V, Jq{r]{x,y))) > {~a)\\x - y\\\ yx,yeE,ue M{x), v € M{y). 
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In the similar way, we can define strict 77-accretivity and strong 7;-accretivity of 
the single-valued mapping A. 
Definition 4.4.2. Let A : E -^ E, r]: E x E -^ E he two single-valued mappings. 
Then a multi-valued mappings M : E -^ 2^ is called {A, TJ)-accretive if M is m-
relaxed 77-accretive and {A + pM){E) = E for every p > 0. 
In [76], Lan et al. showed that {A + pM)"^ is a single-valued mapping if 
M : E -¥ 2^ is an (A, 77)-accretive mapping and A : E -^ E is a, r-strongly rj-
accretive mapping. Based on this fact, we can define the resolvent operator i?^'^ 
associated with an {A, 77)-accretive mapping M as follows: 
Definition 4.4.3. Let A : E -^ E he a, strictly ry-accretive mapping and let 
M : E ^ 2^ he a,n {A, r;)-accretive mapping. The resolvent operator i?p_'^  : E -^ E 
is defined by 
R;]'^{X)^{A + PM)-\X), WxeE. 
Lemma 4,4.1 [76]. Let r) : E x E -^ E he r-Lipschitz continuous; let A : E ~> E 
be a r-strongly 77-accretive mapping and let M : E -^ 2^ he an (yl, 77)-accretive 
mapping. Then the resolvent operator EP^'^ : E ^ E is ^^^-Lipschitz continuous, 
i.e., 
r — pm 
where p G (0, ^) is a constant. 
R].:A{X) - i?^;?(y)|| < - ^ \ \ x - y||, Va;,y e E, 
Let rii : EiX Ei -^ Ei, Ai : Ei -^ Ei, F : Ei x E2 -^ Ei, G : Ei x E2 -^ 
E2 be nonhnear mappings, and let M : Ei x E2 -^ 2^^ and N : E2 x E2 ^ 
2^ be (Ai,77i)-accretive and (yl2,^2)-accretive mappings with respect to the first 
argument, respectively. Now we consider the following system of mixed variational-
like inclusions (in short, SMVLI): 
Find {x,y) e EiX E2 such that 
' OeF{x,y) + M{x,x) 
(4.4.1) 
[ OeG{x,y) + N{y,y). 
The following lemma gives an equivalence between SMVLI (4.4.1) and a system 
of relations. 
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Lemma 4.4.2[62]. For any given {x,y) e Ei x E2, {x,y) is a solution of SMVLI 
(4.4.1) if and only if {x,y) satisfies 
(4.4.2) 
y ^ RXf-'y\A2{y) - P2G{x,y)], 
where pi,P2 > 0 are constants. 
Based on Lemma 4.3.2, we give the following iterative algorithm. 
Iterative Algorithm 4.4.1 [62]. For i = 1,2, assume that rji, Ai, M, N, F, G and £', 
are the same as in SMVLI (4.4.1). Let {an}^o be a sequence such that a„ G [0,1] 
and E^o '^n = °°- f'o^ ^^Y given (xo,yo) G -Si x E2, define the iterative sequence 
{{xn^yn)] by 
x„+i = (1 - otn)xn + a„i?j;'J/-""^[yli(a;„) - paF(a;„,y„)], 
(4.4.3) 
y „ + l = ( 1 - an)yn + «„ i2^ ;Ai -^"HA2(2 /„ ) - P 2 G ( X n , y n ) ] , 
forn = 0,l ,2, 
Let {{xn,yn)} be any sequence in Ex x E^ and define {€„} by 
e„ = ||(a;„+i,y„+i) - (^„,Bn)|| (4.4.3) 
where 
An = (1 - a„)a;„ + QniJ^J;?/-"")(yli(a:„) - piF(a;„, T/„)), (4.4.4) 
5„ = (1 - a„)2/„ + a„i?J^;J^J-^")(^2(yn) - P2G(x„,y„)), (4.4.5) 
forn = 0,1,2, 
Definition 4.4.4[67]. Let £'i,£'2 be real Banach spaces. Let Q be a mapping 
from ExxE^^ ExX E2, {xo,yo) E Ex x E2 and {xn+x,yn+i) = f{Q,Xn,yn) define 
an iterative procedure which yields a sequence of points {(x„,y„)} in Ex x E2, 
where / is an iterative procedure involving the mapping Q. Let F{Q) = {{x,y) G 
ExxE2: {x, y) = Q(x, y)} ^ 0. Suppose that {(x„, y„)} converges to {x, y) e F{Q). 
Let {(x„,y„)} be an arbitrary sequence in Ex x E2 and e„ = \\{{xn+x,yn+i)} -
f{Q, Xn, yn)\\ for each n > 0. If lim„_^oo(a:n, yn) = {x, y), then the iteration procedure 
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defined by (a;„+i,t/n+i) — f{Q,Xn,yn) is said to be Q-stable or stable with respect 
toQ. 
We have the following definitions. 
Definition 4.4.5. Let A : Ei -^ Ei and F : Ei x E2 -^ Ei he single-valued 
mappings. Then F is said to be 
(i) {a, P)-Lipschitz continuous, if there exist constants a > 0 and (3 > 0 such that 
\\F{xuyi)-F{x2,y2)\\i < alla;i-X2|li+/?l|yi-y2l|2; Vxi.xa e Ei,yuy2 e E^. 
(ii) {a, b)-relaxed cocoercive with respect to A in the first argument if there exist 
constants a > 0 and 6 > 0 such that 
(F(xx,y)-F(x2,y),^(^(a;i)-A(a;2)))>(-a) | |F(a:i ,?/)-F(a;2,y)| |f+6|lxi-X2| |r , 
Vxi,a;2 eEi,y eE2. 
The following Theorems give the existence and iterative approximation of solu-
tions of SMVLI (4.4.1). 
Theorem 4.4.1 [62]. For i = 1,2, let Ei be gi-uniformly smooth Banach space, 
r]i : Ei X Ei -^ Ei be ri-Lipschitz continuous, and Ai : Ei ^ Ei be rj-strongly 
7/i-accretive and 7i-Lipschitz continuous. Let F : Ei x E2 -^ Ei he (a, 6)-relaxed 
cocoercive with respect to Ai in first argument and (/ii,i/i)-Lipschitz continuous, 
G : El X E2 ^ E2 he (c, d)-relaxed cocoercive with respect to A2 in the second 
argument and (//2,^'2)-Lipschitz continuous. Let M : Ei x E2 ^ 2^^ and N : 
El X E2 -^ 2^2 bg guch that for each fixed x e Ei, y e E2, M{., x) and N{.,y) are 
(Ai,77i)-accretive and (Ai,77i)-accretive mappings, respectively. Suppose that there 
are constants ^1, 2^ > 0 such that 
\\K'S-''''\x) - R;1'X^-''''\X)\\I < 6 | k i - X2II1, 'ix,xux2 e El, (4.4.6) 
\\Kl:At'''\y) - K:M-'''^(y)h < 6l|yi -y2||2, yy,yi,y2 e E2, (4.4.7) 
and pi e (0, ^ ) and pa e (0, ^ ) such that 
1^^ 1 + 6 + P2l^2h < 1, 
h02 + ^2 + Pi/J'ih < 1, 
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(4.4.8) 
where 
Oi = {iV - qiPib + ftPia/if + C,,pf/if ) ^ 
02 = {if - Q2P2d + q2P2Cvf + C,,pfvf)n. 
Then SMVLI (4.4.1) admits a unique solution. 
Theorem 4.4.2[62]. For i = 1,2, r]i,Ai,M,N,F,G and Ei be the same as in 
Theorem 4.4.1 and let conditions (4.4.6)-(4.4.8) of Theorem 4.4.1 hold. Then 
(i) the sequence {(a;„, y„)} generated by Iterative Algorithm 4.4.1 converges strongly 
to the unique solution (x,y) of SMVLI (4.4.1). 
(ii) if 0 < a < a„, then \\mn-^oo{xn,yn) == {x,y) if and only if lim„_>ooen = 0, 
where e^  is defined by (4.4.3)-(4.4.5). 
4.5 SYSTEM OF GENERALIZED IMPLICIT VARIATIONAL-LIKE 
INCLUSIONS 
For each i — 1,2,...,p, we suppose that Ei is a real gj-uniformly smooth Banach 
space, Hi,gi : Ei -^ Ei, rji : Ei X Ei -^ Ei, Fi,Gi : U.^j=iEj -)• Ei are single-valued 
mappings, and that Mi : Ei -^ 2^* is an (i/i, r^i)-accretive mapping. We consider the 
following problem of finding (xi, 0:2, ...,Xp) E U^=iEi such that for each i = l,2,...,p, 
0 G Fi{xi,X2,...,Xp) + Gi{xi,X2,...,Xp) + Mi{gi{xi)). (4.5.1) 
The problem (4.5.1) is called a system of generalized implicit variational-like inclu-
sions (in short, SGIVLL 
Some Special Cases: 
(i) For each j = l,2,...,p, if Ei = Uj is a Hilbert space, then SGIVLI(4.5.1) 
becomes the following system of variational inclusions with {H, 77)-accretive 
mappings, which is to find {xi,X2,...,Xp) G ll^^iEi such that for each i = 
1,2, ...,p, 
0 G Fi{xi, X2,..., Xp) + Gi{xuX2,..., Xp) + Mi{gi{xi)). (4.5.2) 
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(ii) For each ; == 1,2, ...,p, if QJ = Ij (the identity map on Ej) and Gj = 0, then 
SGIVLI(4.5.1) reduces to the system of variational inclusions with {H,T])-
accretive mappings, which is to find {xi,X2,.-.,^p) ^ n^=i-Ej, such that for 
each i = 1,2, ...,p, 
0£Fi{xuX2,...,Xp) + Mi{xi). (4.5.3) 
(iii) If p = 1, then problem (4.5.2) becomes the following variational inclusion with 
an (/fi,?7i)-monotone mapping, which is to find xi G Hi such that 
0 G Fi(xi) + Gi(xi) + Mi(5i(xi)). (4.5.4) 
Moreover, if r]i{xi,yi) = Xi — yi for all Xi,yi G Hi and Hi — Ii (the identity 
map on Hi, then problem (4.5.4) becomes the variational inclusion introduced 
and researched by Adly [1] which contains the variational inequality in [53] as 
a special case. 
lfp= 1, then problem (4.5.3) becomes the following variational inclusion with 
an (ifi,?7i)-accretive mapping, which is to find Xi E Ei such that 
QEFi{xi) + Mi{xi). (4.5.5) 
Problem (4.5.5) was introduced and studied by Yu [119] and contains the variational 
inclusions in [41,43] as special cases. 
If p = 2, then problem (4.5.3) becomes the following system of variational 
inclusions with (/f, 77)-accretive mappings, which is to find (a;i,X2) e Ei x E2 such 
that 
0eFi{xi,X2) + Mi{xi), 
0eF2ixi,X2) + M2{x2). (4.5.6) 
Definition 4.5.1. Let Ei,E2,...,Ep be Banach spaces, let gi : Ei ^ Ei and 
A^ i : U^:=iEj ->• El be two single-valued mappings. Then A^ i is said to be 
(i) (,-Lipschitz continuous in the first argument if there exists a constant ^ > 0 
such that 
\\Ni{xi,X2,...,Xp)-Ni{yi,X2,...,Xp)\\ < ^ | | x i - y i | | , 
yxuyi e Ei,Xj e Ejij = 2,3, ...,p); 
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(ii) accretive in the first argument if 
{Ni{xi,X2,...,Xp)-Ni{yi,X2,...,Xp),Jq{xi-yi)) > 0, 
Vxi.yi G Ei,Xj e Ejij = 2,3,. . ,p); 
(iii) a-strongly accretive in the first argument if there exists a constant a > 0 such 
that 
{Ni{xi,X2,...,Xp)-Ni{yi,X2,...,Xp),Jg{xi-yi)) > a | |x i -y i | |^ 
Va;i,yi G Ei,xj G £;j(j = 2,3, ...,p); 
(iv) accretive with respect to g in the first argument if 
{Ni{xi,X2,...,Xp)-Ni{yi,X2,...,Xp),Jgig{xi)-g{yi))) > 0, 
Va;i,2/i G £;i,Xj G ^ J^O' = 2,3,...,p); 
(v) P-strongly accretive with respect to g in the first argument if there exists a 
constant /? > 0 such that 
{Ni{xi,X2,...,Xp)-Ni{yi,X2,...,Xp),Jq{g{xi)-g{yi))) >/3 | |xi-yi | |^ 
Va;i,yi G Ei,Xj G Ej{j = 2,3, ...,p). 
In a similar way, we can define the Lipschitz continuity and the strong accretivity 
(accretivity) of Ni : U^^^Ej -)• Ei (with respect to gi : Ei-^ Ei) in the i*'' argument 
z = 2,3,...,p. 
The following technical lemma is important to establish the main results. 
Lemma 4.5.1 [44]. Let {c„} and {A;„} be two real sequences of non-negative num-
bers that satisfy the following conditions: 
(1) 0 < A;„ < 1, n = 0,1,2,... and limsup„ kn < 1; 
(2) Cn+i < knCn, n = 0,1, 2,...; 
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then c„ converges to 0 as n —> oo. 
Lemma 4.5.2[104]. For i = 1,2,...,p, let rji : Ei x Ei -^ Ei be a single-valued 
mapping; let Hi : Ei-^ Ei be a strictly r/j-accretive mapping, and let Mi: Ei-¥ 2^' 
be an (i/i,77j)-accretive mapping. Then (xi,X2, ...,Xp) G IlfLiEi is a solution of 
SGIVLI(4.5.1) if and only if for each i = l,2, ...,p, 
QiiXi) = i?5;3;.(i/i(^i(Xi)) - XiFi{Xi,X2,...,Xp) - XiGi{XuX2,...,Xp)), 
where RMIX = (-^ « + AiMi)^-^) and Ai > 0 is constant. 
On the basis of Lemma 4.5.2, we give the following iterative algorithm. 
Iterative Algorithm 4.5.1[104]. For i = 1,2, ...,p, let Hi,Mi,Fi,gi,r]i be the 
same as in Theorem 4.5.1 For any given (x^.x^, ...,x°) £ Ifj^^Ej, define a multi-
step iterative sequence {{x^,X2,...,Xp)} by 
x^+' = ar.x'l+il-anM-giix'l) 
'^RMi,\\^i\9i\^i)) ~ XiFi{Xi,X2, ...,Xp) — XiGi[Xi,X2, •.•,Xp)), 
where 0 < a„ < 1, lim„ sup an < 1. 
The following theorems give the existence and iterative approximation of solu-
tions of SGIVLI(4.5.1). 
Theorem 4.5.1[104]. For i = 1,2,...,p, let rji : Ei x Ei -^ Ei be (Ji-Lipschitz 
continuous; let Hi : Ei-^ Ei be 7i-strongly 77i-accretive and Tj-Lipschitz continuous; 
let Qi : Ei -> Ei be /?i-strongly accretive and ^j-Lipschitz continuous; let Mi : 
Ei -^ 2-^ ' be an (i/j, r/i)-accretive mapping; let Fi : Ifj^^Ei -> Ej be a single-valued 
mapping such that Fi is rj-strongly accretive with respect to Qi and Sj-Lipschitz 
continuous in the z"* argument, where Qi : Ei ^ Ei is defined by gi{xi) = Hiogi{xi) = 
Hi{gi{xi)), for all Xi e Ei, Fi is ijj-Lipschitz continuous in the f^ arguments for each 
j G r . If there exist constants Xi>0(i = l,2,3,....,p) such that 
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Then, SGIVLI (4.5.1) admits a unique solution. 
Theorem 4.5.2[104]. For i — 1,2, ...,p, let Hi,Mi,Fi,gi,r}i be the same as in 
Theorem 4.5.1. Assume that all the conditions of Theorem 4.5.1 hold. Then 
{{xi,X2,...,x^)} generated by Iterative Algorithm 4.5.1 converges strongly to the 
unique solution (xi, X2,..., Xp) of SGIVLI(4.5.1). 
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CHAPTER 5 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR SOME SYSTEMS OF 
GENERALIZED NONLINEAR VARIATIONAL 
INCLUSIONS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, much attention has been devoted to developing general methods 
for the sensitivity analysis of solution set of variational inequality problems and vari-
ational inclusion problems. Prom the, mathematical and engineering points of view, 
sensitivity properties of various variational inequality problems can provide a new 
insight concerning the problems and can stimulate the ideas for solving the problems. 
The resolvent operator technique play a crucial role in lots of problems arising from 
several fields of research, especially from economics, optimization and control theory, 
operational research, transportation network modelUng and mathematical program-
ming. By using the projection technique, Dafermos [27], Mukherjee and Verma [86], 
Noor [94], Yen [118] dealt with the sensitivity analysis for variational inequalities 
with single-valued mappings. By using the implicit function approach that makes 
use of so-called normal mappings, Robinson [107] dealt with the sensitivity analysis 
for variational inequalities with single-valued mappings in finite-dimensional spaces. 
By using resolvent operator technique, Adly [1], Noor and Noor [96], and Agar-
wal et al. [2] studied the sensitivity analysis for quasi-variational inclusions with 
single-valued mappings. By using projection technique and the property of fixed 
point set of multi-valued contractive mappings, Ding and Luo [35], and Kazmi et 
al. [66] studied the behavior and sensitivity analysis of solution set for generalized 
quasi-variational inequalities. Recently, Liu et al. [82], Kazmi et al. [70], Park and 
Jeong [100] and Ding [31-33] studied the behavior and sensitivity analysis of solu-
tion set of generalized nonlinear impUcit quasi-variational inclusions of several type 
with set-valued mappings. Agrawal et al. [2] and Jeong and Kim [61] studied the 
sensitivity analysis for systems of nonlinear variational inclusions with single-valued 
mappings and maximal monotone mappings. Ding and Yao [38] and Kazmi et al. 
[71] studied the sensitivity analysis for systems of nonlinear variational inclusions 
with multi-valued mappings and maximal monotone mappings. 
In this chapter, we use the resolvent operator techniques and the property of 
fixed point set of multi-valued contractive mappings, we study the behavior and 
sensitivity analysis of the solution sets for some classes of systems of generalized 
nonlinear variational inclusions. In particular, we discuss that the solution sets of 
these systems of variational inclusions are non-empty, closed and Lipschitz continu-
ous with respect to the parameters under some suitable conditions. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: 
In Section 5.2, we consider a system of generalized nonlinear mixed quasi-
variational inclusions considered by Agarwal et al. [2]. By using the resolvent 
operator technique, we shall discuss the behavior and sensitivity analysis of the 
solution set for this system of variational inclusions. 
In Section 5.3, we consider a system of parametric generalized mixed quasi-
variational inclusions in Hilbert spaces considered by Ding et al. [33]. By using 
the resolvent operator technique and the property of fixed point set of multi-valued 
contractive mapping, we study the behavior and sensitivity analysis of the solution 
set for this system of variational inclusions. 
In the last Section, we consider a system of generahzed nonUnear mixed quasi-
variational inclusions in ^-uniformly smooth Banach spaces considered by Jeong et 
al. [61]. By using the resolvent operator technique, we discuss the behavior and 
sensitivity analysis of the solution set for this system of variational inclusions. 
This chapter is based on work of Agarwal et al. [2], Ding et al. [33] and Jeong 
et al. [61]. 
Throughout the Section 5.2 and 5.3, unless or otherwise stated, "H is a real 
Hilbert space endowed with norm ||.|| and the inner product (.,.) while in Section 
5.4, E is a real Banach space endowed with dual space E* and the dual pair (.,.) 
between E and E*. 
5.2 SYSTEM OF PARAMETRIC QUASI-VARIATIONAL INCLUSIONS 
Let Q, and A be two nonempty open subsets of 7i in which the parameters UJ 
and A take values. Let M : ?{ x Q -> 2^ and AT : ?{ x A ^ 2^ ^ be two maximal 
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monotone mappings with respect to the first argument, A, S : V. x Q, ^ Ti and 
B, T •.'H X A^ Hhe nonhnear single-valued mappings. The system of parametric 
quasi-variational inclusions (in short, SPQVI) is: Find (x,y) GH x7i such that 
' Oex-y + p{A{y,u) + Siy,u)) + pM{x,u), 
(5.2.1) 
_Oey-x + ^{B{x, A) + T{x, A)) + jN{y, A). 
where p > 0 and 7 > 0 are constants. 
Now, we give the following definitions. 
Definition 5.2.1. A mapping T : "H x A —> H is said to be k-strongly monotone 
with respect to the first argument if there exists a constant A; > 0 such that 
{T{x, A) - T{y,X),x-y)> k\\x - y||^ yx,yen. 
Definition 5.2.2. A mapping T -.71 x A -^ H is said to be s-Lipschitz continuous 
with respect to the first argument if there exists a constant s > 0 such that 
l lT(x ,A)-T(y ,A) | |<s l lx -y | | , Vx ,ye?^ . 
Remark 5.2.1. Since M is a maximal monotone mapping with respect to the first 
argument, for any fixed a; G fi, we can define 
J'M^.,4I^) = (I + pMi.,a;))-\p), 
which is called the parametric resolvent operator associated with M{.,(JJ) [16]. 
Next, we give the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.2.1[2]. For any fixed a; G fi and X e A, {x{u,X),y{u,X)) is a solution 
of SPQVI(5.2.1) if and only if 
x{u,X) = J^(.,^)[y(u;,A) - p ( ^ + 5)(y(a;,A),a;)], 
yiiv, A) = Jj!,^,^^^[xiu;, A) - 7 ( 5 + T)(a:(a;, A), A)], 
where 
^^( . . . ) (M) - (/ + pM(.,a;))-i(/x), J],^_^,^{f,) = (/ + 7A'(.,A))-i(^). 
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Assumption 5.2.1 [2]. There are two constants ^ > 0 and a >0 such that 
The following theorem gives the existence of a unique solution of SPQVI(5.2.1). 
Theorem 5.2.1 [2]. Let S :H x d, ^ Tihe /^i-strongly monotone and Si-Lipschitz 
continuous with respect to the first argument, T : Ti x A ^ H he /ca-strongly 
monotone and S2-Lipschitz continuous with respect to the first argument; A : Ti x 
Q, -^ H he Zi-Lipschitz continuous with respect to the first argument and B : 
Tixfl-^Tihe Z2-Lipschitz continuous with respect to the first argument. Suppose 
that M -.K X Q -^ 2'^ and AT : "H x f) ->• 2^ ^ are two maximal monotone mappings 
with respect to the first argument. If 
' 0 < p < m i n { ^ ^ , i } , h<ki, 
(5.2.2) 
0 < 7 < m i n { ? ^ , i } , h<k2, 
then, for any fixed u efl and A e A, SPQVI(5.2.1) has a unique solution {x{uj, X),y{oj, A)). 
The following theorem shows that the solution of SPQVI(5.2.1) is continuous 
(or Lipschitz continuous). 
Theorem 5.2.2[2]. Suppose that the mappings M,N,A,S,B and T are the same 
as in Theorem 5.2.1, and for any fixed x,y eH, the mappings LJ H> A{X,UJ), U> *-^ 
S{x,u), A i->^  B{y, A), and A M- T{y, A) are all continuous (or Lipschitz continuous). 
If Assumption 5.2.1 and condition (5.2.2) hold, then the solution {x(u,X),y{uj,X)) 
for SPQVI(5.2.1) is continuous (or Lipschitz continuous). 
5.3 SYSTEM OF PARAMETRIC GENERALIZED MIXED QUASI-
VARIATIONAL INCLUSIONS 
Let Hi and ?^ 2 be two real Hilbert spaces, f2 C ?^i and A C 7^ 2 be two non 
empty open subsets, the parameters u and A take values in fi and A, respectively. 
Let A, B,F,G,Q,S -.nixn^ CCHi) and C, D, £; : ^2 x A -> C{H2) be multi-
valued mappings and n : Hi x Ct ^ Hi, Ni : Hi x Hi x n2 x H2 x Q -^ Hi, 
N2:HixHiX A ^H2 andT :HixH2X A^Hihe single-valued mappings. 
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Let r/1 : ?{i X ?{i X f^  -)• 7^1, 772 : ^2 X 7^ 2 X A -> ^ 2 be Lipschitz continuous 
mappings with Lipschitz constants TI > 0 and T2 > 0 respectively, Ki :7ii —>• ^1 be 
(ri,r7i)-strongly monotone with (G - n) (^ i x fi) Ddomii'i ^ 0, and ^^ 2 : "^2 -> '?^ 2 
be (7-2,772)-strongly monotone. Let Mi : 7ii x ^2 x ^ -^ 2^^ be a multi-valued 
mapping such that for each given {zi,u) E 712x0,, Mi{.,zi,u) is {Ki, r?i)-monotone 
mappings with {G-n){ni X 0)ndomMi(., ZUUJ) 7^  0, and M2 : ^ 2 x T i^ x A -)• 2^^ 
be a multi-valued mapping such that for each given (22, A) G 'H2 x A, M2{.,Z2,X) is 
{K2, r72)-nionotone mappings. 
We consider the following system oi parametric generalized mixed quasi-variational 
inclusions (in short, SPGMQVI): For each given {wi,uj) € Tii x 0 and {w2,uj) € 
'H2 X A, find (x,y) = {x{u),y{X)) e Hi x "^2, such that a = a{x,u) e A{X,UJ), 
b = b{x,u) G B{x,u), c = c{y,X) G C(y,A), d = d{y,X) G D{y,X), e = e(y,A) G 
E{y,X), f = f{x,uj) G F{x,uj), g = i?(a;,a;) G G{x,uj), q = q{x,u) G Q{x,uj), and 
s = s(a;, a;) G S{x,u) and 
Wi G Ni{a,b,c,d,u) + Mi((^ — n)(x,a'),e,a;), 
(5.3.1) 
^ W2 G -T(x , 2/, A) + fiM2(y, s, A), 
where /x > 0 is a constant. 
Now, we give the following definitions. 
Definition 5.3.1 [38]. Let A^ i : nxHxnxUxn ^ U and N2 : nxUxfl -^ H he 
single-valued mappings and A,B,F,G •.H x 0-)• C{U) be multi-valued mappings. 
Then 
(i) G is said to be ag-strongly monotone in the first argument if there exists 
aa > 0; such that 
{g-g,x-x) > acWx-xf, \/{x,x,X) G UxUxO, g G G{x,X), g G G(x,A); 
(ii) G is said to be la-Lipschitz continuous in the first argument if there exists 
IG > 0 such that 
HiG{x, A), G(x, A)) < IG\\X - x\\, y(x, x,X)enxnxn; 
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(iii) Ni is said to be {li,l2)-mixed Lipschitz continuous if there exist /i,/2 > 0 such 
that for all a, a, b, 6, c, c, d 6 "H and A G 11, 
| | iVi(a,6,c,d,A)-iVi(a,5,c,d,A)| |</ i | |a-a | | + /2||fe-fc||-
Definition 5.3.2(122]. Let rj-.n xH ^ U and K -.H ^ nhe two single-valued 
mappings. Then K is said to be 
(i) r)-monotone if 
{Kix) - K{y), rj{x, y)) > 0, Vx, yeH; 
(ii) rj-strictly monotone if 
{K{x) - K{y), rj{x, y)) > 0, Vx, yeU, 
and equaUty holds if and only if x = y; 
(iii) (r, 7])-strongly monotone if there exists a constant r > 0 such that 
{K{x) - K{y), r]{x, y)) >r\\x- yf, Vx, yGH; 
(iv) Ix-Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant IK > 0 such that 
\\Kix)-Kiy)\\<lK\\x-yl \Jx,y ^U. 
Definition 5.3.3[122]. Let rj : y. x Ti -^ H he a. single-valued mapping and let 
M : K -)^ 2^ be a multi-valued mapping. Then M is said to be 
(i) T]-monotone if 
{u ~ V,r]{x,y)) > 0, Wx,y eH,ue Mx, v e My; 
(ii) (r, T])-strongly monotone if there exists a constant r > 0 such that 
{u-v,T]{x,y)) > r | | x - y | | ^ Vx,y Gn,u G Mx,v e My; 
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(iii) [m, 7])-relaxed monotone if there exists a constant m > 0 such that 
{u - V, r]{x, y)) > -m\\x - yf, Wx,yen,ue Mx, v G My; 
(iv) maximal monotone if {u-v,x-y) > 0 for any {v, y) G GT{M) implies (u, x) G 
Gr{M), where Gr{M) = {{u,x) eTixHiue Mx}; 
(v) maximal rj-monotone if {u - v,r){x,y)) > 0 for any {v,y) G Gr{M) imphes 
{u,x)eGriM). 
Definition 5.3.4[122]. Let K : H -^ H and i]: n x n ^ H he two single-valued 
mappings and M : ?^ -)• 2^ be a multi-valued mapping. Then M : "K ->• 2^ is said 
to be {K, r])-monotone if 
(i) M is (m, 77)-relaxed monotone; 
(ii) {K + pM){n) = n, Vp>0 . 
Next, we give the following lemmas. 
Lemma 5.3.1[111]. Let rj : H x H -^ Ti he a r-Lipschitz continuous mapping, 
K : H -^ H he a. {r, r?)-strongly monotone mapping and M : H -^ 2"^ he a. {K, rj)-
monotone mapping. Then the operator (/C + pM)~^ is single-valued for 0 < p < ^ . 
Based on Lemma 5.3.1, we can define the generalized resolvent operator J ^ 
associated with K and M as follows. 
Let 7] : H xTi -^ Tihe a r-Lipschitz continuous mapping, K : 71 -^ H he a 
(r, 77)-strongly monotone mapping and M : H -^ 2^ be a (K, 77)-monotone mapping. 
Then the generalized resolvent operator J^K{X) is defined by 
J^M = ( ^ + pM)-\x), Vx G n. (5.3.2) 
Lemma 5.3 .2[ l l l ] . Let 77 : "H x ?{ -)• 7^  be a r-Lipschitz continuous mapping, 
K : Ti -> H he a {r, 77)-strongly monotone mapping and M -.H xH xQ-^ 2'^ he a 
(K, 77)-monotone in the first argument. Then for each {z, 77) € "H x fi, the generalized 
resolvent operator associated with M{.,z,X) defined by 
J^^'''^\x) = {K + pM{., z, X))-\x), Vx G n, (5.3.3) 
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is Lipschitz continuous with constant ^r^^ for 0 < p < ^ , i.e., 
\\JT^'\^) - Ji!l<-"''\y)\\ < ; : ^ l k - y|l> Vx,y G H. (5.3.4) 
The following lemma show that SPGMQVI(5.3.1) is equivalent to a system of 
relations. 
Lemma 5.3.3[33]. For each given (1^1,0;) £ Hi x Q. and {w2,X) G % x A, a = 
a{x,u) G A{x,u), b = b{x,u) e B{x,oj), c = c(y,A) G C{y,X), d = d(y,X) G 
£>(y,A), e = e(y,A) G £;(y,A), / = /(x,w) G F(x,a;), g = 9{x,u) G G(a;,a;), 
q = q{x,uj) G <5(x,a;), and s = s{x,u) G S{x,u) is a solution of SPGMQVI(5.3.1) 
if and only if 
{g - n){x) = J^k^;'''^\K,{g - n){x) + p(u^ - N,{a, b, c, d,u))) 
(5.3.5) 
y = K'&''^\^2 + T{x, y, A) - /ziV2(/, g, A) + i^2(y)), 
where p,fi>0 are constants. 
Now, for each given (101,0;) G ?/i x f2 and (1^ 2,-^ ) G "^ 2 x A, define multi-
valued mappings 0p : ?{i x H2 x f2 x A -)• 2^i, V^ t : ^ 1 x 'H2 x fi x A ^ 2^ = and 
Gp,^  : ? i^ x H2 X fi X A ^ 2'^i^«2 by 
?/'p(a;, ?/, a;, A) = {w G "Hi : 3a G yl(a;, A), 6 G B{x, A), c G C(?/, A), d G Z?(t/, A), 
e G J5^ (y, A),5r G G{x, A) such that 
„ = 3; _ (p _ n){x,u;) + Jp^^;-''"H^i(5 - n)(a:) + p(a;i - N^{a,b,c,d,u)))} , 
i/^ (^x, y,Lv, A) = {t; G 7^ 2 : 3s G 5(x, A), / G F(x, A), g G Q(a;, A) such that 
V = J!f,t'''\^2 + T(x, y, A) - /xAr2(/, g, A) + K2{y))} , 
Gp,^ ( ,^ y,^, A) = {(w, -y) G "Hi XH2 : w G (^ p(a;, y,u, A) and u G ijjf,{x, y,u. A)}, 
where p, /x > 0 are constants. 
By Lemma 5.3.3 and the definition of multi-valued mappings 0p, ij^y, and 
Gp^^{x, y, w, A), we have the following result. 
Lemma 5.3.4 [33]. For each given (wi,a;) G "Hi x fi and {w2,uj) G 7^ 2 x A, {x,y) = 
{x{u),y{X)) enixn2, a = a{x, w) G A{x,u), b = b{x,u) G B{x,uj),c =- c{y, A) G 
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C{y,X), d = d{y,X) e D{y,X), e = e(y,A) G E{y,X), f = f{x,u) e F{x,uj), 
g = 5(x,a;) G G{x,u}), q = g(a;,a;) G Q{x,u), and s = 5(2:, a;) G 5'(a:,6c') is a solution 
of SPGMQVI(5.3.1) if and only if (x,y) = (x(a;, A),y(a;, A)) is a fixed point of the 
mapping Gp,^ (a:, y, w, A). 
Remark 5.3.1. By Lemma 5.3.4, we observe that the sensitivity analysis of the 
solution set of SPGMQVI(5.3.1) with respect to the parametric (a;, A) G 2^ x A is 
essentially the sensitivity analysis of the fixed point set of the multi-valued mapping 
Gp,fi{x,y,uj,X) with respect to the parametric (w, A) G Cl x A. 
Now the following theorem shows that the solutions set of SPGMQVI(5.3.1) is 
non empty and closed. 
Theorem 5.3.1 [33]. Let A,B,F,G,Q,S : n^ x n-^ C{ni) and C,D,E •.'H2X 
A -> C('H2) be multi-valued mappings. Let n : Hi x ^-^ Hi, Ni : Hi x Hi x ^.2 x 
H2xn-^Hi, N2:HixHixA-^H2andT :HixH2xA-^H2 be single-valued 
mappings. Let 771 : HixHixQ -^ Hi, T]2 : H2XH2XA -^ H2he Lipschitz continuous 
mappings with Lipschitz constants TI > 0 and T2 > 0, respectively, Ki :Hi ^ Hi be 
(^i,^i)-strongly monotone with {G-n)(HixQ)ndomKi 7^  0, and K2 : H2 -> H2 be 
(»^2,^2)-strongly monotone. Let Mi :Hi XH2 x fl -> 2^^ be multi-valued mapping 
such that for each given {zi,uj) GH2XCI,, Mi{.,zi,u) is (iiri,r;i)-monotone mappings 
with constant mi and {G-n){HixU)ridomMi{., zi,u) ^ 0,andM2 : H2XH1XA -» 
2'^^ be multi-valued mapping such that for each given {z2, A) G 7^ 2 x A, M2(., 22, A) 
is (ii'2,^2)-monotone mapping with constant 1712. Suppose the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(i) A, B, C, D, E, F, G, Q, S, n, Ki, K2 are all Lipschitz continuous in the first ar-
gument with Lipschitz constants lA>lB,lc,lDjE,lF,lG,lQ,ls,lm>lKi,lK2 > 0, 
respectively; 
(ii) G is ac-strongly monotone in the first argument; 
(iii) A^i(.,.,.,.,.) is {li,l2)-mix.ed Lipschitz continuous in the first and second argu-
ments, (Z3,Z4)-mixed Lipschitz continuous in the third and fourth arguments; 
(iv) N2{.,.,.,) is fci-Lipschitz continuous in the first argument, and A;2-Lipschitz 
continuous in the second argument; 
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(v) T is (/i,/2)-mixed Lipschitz continuous in the first and second arguments. 
Further assume that there exist a, 5 > 0 satisfying 
\\J^A'''''\^)-J^&''''^\^)\\ < ^l |e-e | | , V(e,e,a;) G U^^n^x^. x G %,. (5.3.6) 
\\CK^-'''^\y)-Jt!:K'''''\y)\\<ns^^^^^^ V ( s , s , A ) e ? ^ i X ^ i x A , 2/G?^2. (5.3.7) 
If 
9i = yjl- 2aG + l% + U 
Fi — IIIA + h^B, ^2 = hh + h^D', 
V2 = ; ^ : ^ ( / i ( ^ i / F + hh) + h) + 5ls, h = ;:^zj^(ifc. + "^2); (5-3.8) 
^1 = ^1 + 7:^SlkAh + Im) + pTx), h = 7 r £ ^ r 2 + ai^; 
1^2 + 1^ < 1, 2^ + ti < 1; 
Then for each {wi,u) eHi x Q and (w2, A) G 7^ 2 x A, the solution set sol (to, A) of 
SPGMQVI(5.3.1) is nonempty and closed in Hi x ^2-
Finally, we have the theorem which gives the continuity of the solution set of 
SPGMQVI(5.3.1). 
Theorem 5.3.2[33]. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.3.1, further assume that 
(i) A,B,C,D,E,F,G,Q,S,n, are all Lipschitz continuous in their second ar-
guments with Lipschitz constants LA,LB,Lc,LD,LE,LF,LG,LQ,Ls,Lm, re-
spectively; 
(ii) Ni and A^2 are all Lipschitz continuous in the fifth and third argument with 
Lipschitz constants L5 and L3, respectively; 
(iii) T is Lipschitz continuous in the third argument with Lipschitz constant ^3; 
(iv) There exist 6 , 6 > 0, such that for any (e, s) e?i2X'Hu (w. A) 6 1^  x A, such 
that 
\\J^A'''"\x) - J:!^[''''\X)\\ < 6||a; - c^ ll, (5.3.9) 
\\\\j;:!k[''''\x) - j;:f}r'\^)\\ < C211A - AH. (5.3.10 
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Then the solution set sol(a;, A) of SPGMQVI (5.3.1) is Lipschitz continuous with 
respect to the parameter {u>, A) G fi x A. 
Remark 5.3.2. If each mappings in Theorem 5.3.2 is assumed to be continuous with 
respect to the parameter (w, A) € Q x A. By using similar arguments as above, we 
show that the solution set sol(a;, A) of SPGMQVI(5.3.1) is continuous with respect 
to the parameter (a;, A) e fi x A. 
5.4 SYSTEM OF PARAMETRIC MIXED QUASI-VARIATIONAL 
INCLUSIONS 
We consider a system of parametric mixed quasi-variational inclusions with 
if-accretive mappings in g-uniformly smooth Banach space. Let Q and A be two 
nonempty open subsets of E in which the parameters u and A take values; A, B : 
E X n ^ E and C,D : E x A -^ E he nonlinear single-valued mappings. Let 
A/ : £• x fi ->• 2^ and A^  : £• x A -> 2^ be multi-valued mappings such that for 
each given {u, A) G il x A, M{.,u) and A''(., X) : E -^ 2^ are i/-accretive mappings. 
For each fixed {u, A) G fi x A, the system of parametric mixed quasi-variational 
inclusions with if-accretive mappings (in short, SPMQVI) is: Find {x,y) E E x E 
such that 
0 G H(x) -y + p{Aiy,cu) + B{y,u)) + pM(x,u), 
(5.4.1) 
0 G H{y) -x + j{Cix, A) + D{x, A)) + jN{y, A), 
where p > 0 and 7 > 0 are constants. 
Now, we give the following definitions. 
Definition 5.4.1. A multi-valued mapping M : E -^ 2^ ^ said to be 
(i) accretive if 
{u - V, Jg{x - y)) > 0, yx,yGE,ue M{x), v G M{y); 
(ii) H-accretive if M is accretive and {H + XM){E) = E for all A > 0. 
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li H = I, the identity mapping, then Definition 5.4.1 reduces to the definition 
of m-accretive mapping. 
Definition 5.4.2. A mapping A: E xQ,-^ E is said to be 
(i) 5-strongly accretive with respect to the first argument, 6 G (0,1), if 
{A{x,oj) -A{y,u),Jg{x - y)) > 5\\x - y\\\ Vx,y 6 E; 
(ii) XA-Lipschitz continuous with respect to the first argument if there exists a 
constant A^ > 0 such that 
\\A{x,cj) - A{y,u)\\ < XA\\X - y\\, V(x,y,a;) eExExn. 
Ii H : E ^ E he a strictly accretive mapping and M : E ^ 2^ he an H-
accretive mapping, then for a constant A > 0, the resolvent operator associated 
with H and M is defined by 
RZ,X{X) = {H + AM)-^ (X) , VX G E. 
It is well known that RM,X is a single-valued mapping [3]. 
Remark 5.4.1. Since M is an if-accretive mapping with respect to the first argu-
ment, for any fixed a; € f2, we define 
^M(.,W),AW = {H + XMi.,u)r\x), Vx G D{M), 
which is called the parametric resolvent operator associated with H and M{.,u). 
Next, we give the following lemmas. 
Lemma 5.4.1 [43]. Let H : E -¥ E he a strongly accretive mapping and M : 
E ^2^ he an ^-accretive mapping. Then the resolvent operator R^^ : E ^ E is 
Lipschitz continuous with constant -, i.e., 
\\RM,X(^) - RMMW <-J^- yl Va;,y G E. 
The following lemma gives the equivalence between SPMQVI(5.4.1) and a fixed-
point problem. 
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Lemma 5.4.2[61]. For all fixed (w, A) G fi x A, {x{ijj,X),y{u,X)) is a solution of 
SPMQVI(5.4.1) if and only if for some given /?, 7 > 0, the mapping F : ExQxA ->• E 
defined by 
(5.4.2) 
has a fixed point x. 
The following theorem shows the existence and Lipschitz continuity of solution 
ofSPMQVI(5.4.1). 
Theorem 5.4.1[61]. Let H : E ^ E, A,B : E xCl -^ E,C,D : E x A ^ £; be five 
mappings, and M : E x Q, -^ 2^, N : E x Q, ^ 2^ he two multi-valued mappings 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) H is s-strongly accretive; 
(ii) A is A^-Lipschitz continuous with respect to the first argument; 
(iii) B is ^-strongly accretive and Afi-Lipschitz continuous with respect to the first 
argument; 
(iv) C is Ac-Lipschitz continuous with respect to the first argument, 
(v) D is a-strongly accretive and A^-Lipschitz continuous with respect to the first 
argument; 
(vi) M and N are i/-accretive with respect to the first argument. 
Suppose that there exist p> 0 and 7 > 0 such that 
(5.4.3) 
, l-qpS + CgffiX'^ <{s- PXAY-
Then 
(i) the mapping F -.E^VlxK^ E defined by (5.4.2) is a uniform ^-contractive 
mapping with respect to {uj, A) G n x A. 
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(ii) for each {u, X) eQx A, SPMQVI(5.4.1) has a nonempty solution set S{u, A) 
and S{uj,X) is a closed subset of E. 
Theorem 5.4.2[61]. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 5.4.1, further assume that 
for any x,y 6 E, the mappings a; •-> A(x,u), u i-^  B{x,uj), A M- C{y,X) and 
A i->^  D{y,X) are Lipschitz continuous with constants I A , IB, Ic, ID, respectively. 
Suppose that for any {t,u,ui) e E x Q x Q and {z, X,X)GEXAXA 
f IM(.,.),pW-<(.,c.),pWII<*-^ll> 
(5.4.4) 
I ||i2^(.,.),,(^)-<(.,X),,WII<r||A-A||, 
where /i > 0 and r > 0 are two constants. Then the solution {x{uj,X),y{u,X)) of 
SPMQVI(5.4.1) is Lipschitz continuous. 
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